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Executive Summary
The Final Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has been prepared by Ayres Associates, Inc (Ayres)
on behalf of the Department of Administration Division of Facilities Development and Management
(DOA/DFDM), University of Wisconsin System Administration (UWSA), and the University of WisconsinMilwaukee (UWM) in compliance with the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act (WEPA) per s. 1.11, Wis.
Stats., and ch. NR 150, Wis. Adm. Code. This Final EIA evaluates the potential environmental impacts
associated with the addition of the Klotsche Center annex. This EIA will be used by the State of
Wisconsin in making an informed decision in approving an estimated $8,100,000 to remove the existing
28-spot parking lot, construct the annex, and restore the site with turf, landscaping, and concrete
walkways. The EIA assesses the potential impacts on the human and natural environment of the
proposed action and reasonable alternatives. It is required for compliance with WEPA.

Introduction
General
The Wisconsin DOA DFDM retained Ayres Associates, Inc to prepare an EIA for the construction of an
annex for the Klotsche Center at the UW-Milwaukee campus in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The EIA is
required by UWSA guidelines in compliance with the WEPA, Section 1.11, Wis. Stats. The purpose of the
EIA is to assess the potential environmental effects of the project relative to the quality of the human
environment. The Wisconsin DOA DFDM is the project manager, and the UW System Board of Regents
(BOR) is the project owner.

Project Description
The scope of work described in this EIA proposes to construct an approximate 18,000 square foot (SF)
annex for the Klotsche Center to address a portion of the recreation facilities space deficit. The new
facility’s addition will be built on the current Klotsche East Surface Lot #15. The Klotsche Center is the
primary place for indoor recreation at UWM. It also serves as a practice and game space for UWM
intercollegiate athletic teams. Currently, the facility is deemed undersized to serve the indoor recreation
needs of the campus even without the added limitations on student use caused by athletic team practices
and games. A study conducted in 2013 and another in 2018 confirmed this assessment and the need for
space expansion. The 2018 study was a feasibility study which assessed recreation space compared to
the Nation Intramural Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA), Space Planning Guidelines, which
identified a deficit of 106,700 assignable square feet (ASF). This project will reduce this space deficit
through maximizing the available site footprint and address highest priority needs with space that is
versatile: 9,450 SF gym/court space that includes one court and two cross courts, 1,450 ASF strength
and conditioning space, and 7,100 SF for auxiliary spaces such as a film room, hall of history, nutrition
station, athlete lounges, mechanical room, and other support services for the UWM Panthers Men’s and
Women’s basketball teams on site.
The total project cost, including construction and restoration of the project site, is estimated at $8,100,000
and will be funded using $7,000,000 from the Program Revenue Supported Borrowing along with
$1,000,000 from gifts and grants.
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EIA Process
The WEPA compliance process began in October 2020 with the authorization to prepare a Type II EIA. A
scoping letter to solicit input on potential environmental impacts of the project was sent on December 7,
2020, to selected parties. A copy of the scoping letter along with recipients is located in Appendix A,
along with the responses received. As of the time of publication, two comments were received from
neighborhood residents during the scoping period. One resident expressed concern that the loss of
parking would result in additional traffic for those looking for on-street parking in the adjoining
neighborhoods. The other response expressed concern about the design of the building and how it would
fit in with the adjoining buildings and Downer Woods, the plan to protect mature trees and concerns about
construction access as part of the project.
A public notice was posted in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel newspaper to request public input prior to
finalizing the EIA as well as to provide notification of the Public Meeting. In addition, this included
notification in the UW-Milwaukee media services. The draft of the EIA was made available for public
review as of December 29, 2020, ending January 13, 2021. Copies of the EIA were made available at the
UW-Milwaukee Golda Meir Library and Milwaukee Central Library and were sent or made available by email or written notification to a distribution list of individual recipients that are listed in Appendix A. The
EIA was also made available online at
http://ayresprojectinfo.com/Klotsche%20Center%20Annex%20Addition/default.html. Comments were
directed to:
Mr. Ben Peotter, P.E.
Ayres Associates, Inc
5201 E Terrace Drive, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53718
Peotterb@ayresassociates.com
For consideration into the Final EIA report, the deadline for verbal or written comments was January 13,
2021. A public meeting to present the project and EIA findings and to take written comments was held
virtually on January 13, 2021, at 5:00 p.m. via Zoom:
https://zoom.us/j/95148756482?pwd=RVdFcjZ5MTV4cW5GQ2dPR3FxNUU0dz09 (Meeting ID: 951 4875
6482 Passcode: 0iVcL7).The public meeting was attended by representatives of the DFDM, UWMilwaukee, UWSA, Ayres Associates, and interested members of the general public. The meeting had a
formal presentation of Draft EIA findings as well as relevant figures and impacts. The meeting sign-in
sheet, presentation board information, public comments, and other information pertinent to that meeting
are included in this final EIA document.
The Final EIA and Recommendation is being released publicly January 28, 2021. Notice of release of this
document is sent to the distribution list and made available online at the website noted above.
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I.

Description of Proposed Action

A. Title of Proposed Project
UW-Milwaukee Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

B. Location
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
The Klotsche Center is located on the west side of North Downer Avenue, at 3409 North Downer Avenue.
(NW ¼ of the SW ¼ of Section 10, Township 07 North, Range 22 East), 43°04'48.17"N 89°52'43.46"W
County: Milwaukee County, WI
Political Town: City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

C. Project
1. Description
The project proposes to reduce the identified space deficit by constructing an approximately 18,000
square foot annex to the Klotsche/Pavilion Center, located at 3409 North Downer Avenue, Milwaukee,
WI. The new addition will be constructed on the existing Parking Lot #15, located just east of the Klotsche
Center. The site is adjacent to the Downer Woods Park and Woodland area. Park and Woodland space
immediately adjacent to the project area consists of turf lawn with several trees. State statute for the
Downer Woods Park and Woodland area denotes this natural area as different than the permanent
conservation area and allows for limited modifications to this area. A small portion of this area will be
temporarily modified for construction access. The area designated as such will be fully restored after
construction to not alter the present character of the land. The building has been designed so no part of it
will encroach upon the lands, including below-grade foundations. This project will maximize the site and
address the highest priority needs with space that is versatile: 9,450 SF gym/court space that includes
one court and two cross courts, 1,450 SF strength and conditioning space, and 7,100 SF for auxiliary
spaces such as a film room, hall of history, fueling station, athlete lounges, mechanical room, and other
support services for the UWM Panthers Men’s and Women’s basketball teams on site.
The new addition will connect to the existing Klotsche Center via a bridge spanning over the drive
connecting North Downer Avenue to East Edgewood Avenue The lower portions of the annex will be clad
in brick, similar to the adjacent Klotsche Center, and the upper clearstory will have a translucent wall
system to let natural daylight into the gymnasium and ancillary spaces. This project’s budget is estimated
at $8,100,000 with $7,000,000 funded from student segregated fees and the remaining from gifts.
Construction is estimated to commence in June of 2021 with substantial completion by July 2022.
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2. Purpose and Need (Objective, History, and Background)
Opened in 1977, the Klotsche Center is a 3,500-seat multi-purpose arena on the UWM campus, named
after UWM’s first Chancellor, J. Martin Klotsche. Additional space had been needed as early as 1983
when the former Baker Fieldhouse was razed for development of the Business Administration building. To
combat the lack of recreational space, the Klotsche Center Addition and Remodeling project was
recommended in June 2000. This project completed in 2006 included an approximate threelevel,135,000 square foot addition to the north of the original Klotsche Center, as well as an underground
parking structure and surface parking in Parking Lot #15. The Klotsche Center is the primary place for
indoor recreation at UWM and also serves as a practice and game space for UWM intercollegiate athletic
teams. Almost twenty years after the initial addition, it is again undersized to serve the indoor recreation
needs of the campus. A 2018 feasibility study assessed recreation space compared to the National
Intramural-Recreation Sports Association, NIRSA, Space Planning Guidelines. This study identified a
deficit of 106,700 ASF. While this project won’t address the full scope of this deficit, it will provide key
elements identified as deficient and maximizes the use of the space currently available. Estimated Cost
and Funding Source
Funding

$7,000,000 (Program Revenue Supported Borrowing)
$1,100,000 (Gifts and Grant)
$8,100,000 Total

D. Project Schedule
A/E hired

March 2020

State Building Commission/BOR Approval

December 2020

Bid Date

May 2021

Start Construction

June 2021

Substantial Completion

July 2022

Occupancy

September 2022

II.

Existing Environment

A. Physical Environment
1. Land Use, Soils, and Topography
The project site is within the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee main campus, located off of North
Downer Avenue and southeast of the Downer Woods area. With the exception of the Downer Woods, an
urban park and woodland area, the area surrounding the project site is occupied by institutional buildings
and residential dwellings and has large areas of impervious surfaces from buildings, parking lots,
sidewalks, and streets. The Downer Woods consists of 21.4337 acres of wood, parkland, and buildings
on UWM and is divided into five separate and distinct categories. These categories are as follows, as
defined by Wisconsin State Statutes 36.37:
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(a) Permanent conservation area, consisting of 11.101 acres, which is to be physically defined by means of
fencing or other suitable means.
(b) Permanently reserved woodland, consisting of 3.018 acres
(c) Park and woodland areas, consisting of 4.686 acres, which may be subject to limited modification, such
as landscaping, but which are to be protected from disparate uses and encroachment.
(d) The buildings and grounds of the former Downer college with any reconstruction or renovation which
may be authorized by the board.
(e) Park and woodland areas, consisting of 2.6287 acres, which may be subject to limited modifications,
such as landscaping and utility lines.
As codified in Wisconsin State Statute 36.37 (1)(d), the 4.868-acre Downer Woods Park and Woodland
Area, which is defined by area and not by delineated boundaries, “may be subject to limited modification,
such as landscaping, but…protected from disparate uses and encroachment.” State statute allows for
limited modifications to this area, and a small portion of this area will be temporarily modified for
construction access. It will be fully restored after construction to not alter the present character of the
land. The building has been designed so no part of it will encroach upon the lands, including below-grade
foundations. Topography in the general area is flat, with a slight slope east towards Lake Michigan. The
project site sits at an elevation of approximately 658 feet above mean sea level. According to the United
States Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), the soils of eastern portions of Milwaukee County
are listed as “Unmapped Soils.” As a result, the project area is an area where there is no digital soil data
available. However, an archaeological study conducted in 1997 determined the predominant soil
association in Downer Woods to be the Kewaunee-Manawa association: well drained to somewhat poorly
drained soils that have a subsoil of clay and silty clay; formed in thin loess and silty clay glacial till, on
moraines and in depressed areas (Goldstein, 1997). Additionally, seven soil borings were advanced to
depths of 16 to 76 feet below ground surface during a geotechnical investigation during the Klotsche
Center design phase for the first addition. This investigation indicated the presence of fill materials
consisting of silty clay to depths of 4 to 6 feet. Natural soils underlying the fill materials consisted of brown
and gray silty clay with traced of sand and gravel to depth of 31 to 40 feet. Deeper soils consisted of
interbedded brown to gray clayey silt to silty sand. Cobbles and boulders were the probable cause of
boring refusal, found at depths of 31 to 56 feet below ground surface.

2. Utilities at the Klotsche Center
The new annex will receive utilities from the existing Klotsche Center, which is already connected to
municipal utilities such as chilled water, electric, high pressure steam, sanitary sewage, and stormwater.
Stormwater is managed at the Klotsche Center through roof drains that are connected to storm sewers.
Overland runoff from hard surfaces such as sidewalks, parking lots, and other roofs flow to storm grates.
The campus storm sewer drains to a Village of Shorewood municipal combined sewer in the Edgewood
Avenue right-of-way, which flows into City of Milwaukee combined sewers.

3. Surface Water and Groundwater
The project area is part of the Milwaukee River South Watershed, although there are no surface water
features within the boundaries or adjacent to the site boundaries. Concerns within the Milwaukee River
South Watershed as a whole include:
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Water quality impacts and increased runoff quantity from urban land uses, such that many
of the rivers and streams are not meeting water quality standards.



Significant groundwater contamination in areas of the watershed.



Direct impacts to a drinking water source (Lake Michigan) from nonpoint source pollutants
within the watershed such as herbicides, pesticides, concrete waste runoff, pet waste,
agricultural runoff, parking lot, and road runoff.

As part of the watershed, the project area does impact water quality but due to the size, the site area is
minuscule in the broader watershed area. Watershed management, in general, recommends limiting
impervious surfaces and the use of herbicides and pesticides and following construction Best
Management Practices when handling concrete waste runoff as applicable site management methods to
help protect water quality.
The project site is approximately 0.4 miles west of Lake Michigan, the second largest of the Great Lakes
by volume and third largest by surface area. The Milwaukee River is approximately 0.68 miles west of the
project site. According to an EIS created for the Klotsche Center in 2001 (DOA/DFD Project #99J3N), soil
borings advanced to depths of 16 to 75 feet below ground surface for geotechnical investigations
indicated possible perched ground water ranging from 11 to 36 feet below ground surface. One boring
contained ground water at approximately 44 feet below ground surface. Another investigation conducted
in 1975, prior to the construction of the Klotsche Center, encountered groundwater at a depth of
approximately 40 feet below ground surface.

4. Wetlands and Flood Plains
According to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), wetlands are “areas that are inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.” Based on the methods outlined in the 1992 Wisconsin Wetland Inventory Classification Guide
and its regional supplement, the presence of a wetland is determined based on three hydric criteria –
vegetation, soils, and hydrology (USACE, 1987). The boundary of a wetland is where one or more of
these hydric characteristics give way to upland features. Following this guidance, in addition to a review
of Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) Surface Water Data Viewer maps, soil data, and
topographic maps, it has been determined that mapped wetlands are not located within the project site
boundaries. The closest mapped wetland exists within Downer Woods, is approximately 0.12 miles
northwest of the proposed project site and is classified as a forested wetland. According to the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) data, the project site is within Zone X, which is in an area of
minimal flood hazard and outside of the 100-year and 500-year flood plain (Figure 5, Appendix C).

5. Air
Chapter NR 400 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code regulates air quality for construction sites.
Contaminants regulated by this chapter include the “criteria pollutants”: particulate matter, sulfur dioxide,
organic compounds, nitrous oxides, and carbon monoxide. Hazardous air pollutants and visible emissions
are also regulated. If an ambient monitor measures criteria pollutant concentrations or dispersion
modeling indicates concentrations within the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), the region
is designated as an attainment area for that pollutant. Milwaukee County is designated as a “moderate”
nonattainment area for ozone and as a nonattainment area for particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in
diameters. Milwaukee County has several air monitoring stations, including one on top of the Kunkle
Building and one at the DNR office near 2nd and North, which monitors the air quality of the county at
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regular intervals. All monitored pollutant concentrations in the project area are currently within ambient air
quality standards. The air quality for the Milwaukee area is good, according to monitoring station data.
Area air quality is mainly influenced by large coal-fired power plants along the Lake Michigan shoreline.
Additionally, Milwaukee’s air quality is affected by industrial areas in northeastern Illinois and northern
Indiana due to prevailing southerly winds during the summer. It is also essential to consider UWM’s
proximity to Lake Michigan as that affects local wind patterns and atmospheric stability. The colder, more
stable air, which inhibits dispersion of pollutants over the lake in the summer, moves inland with a lake
breeze and may affect the city’s air quality. On the other hand, the adjacent urban woodland area
(Downer Woods) has the capacity to remove gaseous air pollutants and particulate matter and potentially
reduce volatile organic compounds from the air, which could help mitigate the effect of exhaust gasses.

6. Miscellaneous
Hazardous Materials
The Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection (DATCP) storage tank
database and the WDNR for Remediation and Redevelopment Tracking System (BRRTS) database was
searched for potential environmental hazards within the project area (Figure 6, Appendix C). Several sites
near the proposed development were noted in the database, however, none of these sites pose a threat
to the project site. These sites include:


St. Mary’s Columbia Campus, leaking underground storage tank (LUST), activity opened
in 1994, soil contamination removed, and activity closed in 1997 under NR708.09.



St. Mary’s Columbia Campus, Environmental Repair Program (ERP), activity opened in
1993, soil contamination removed, and activity closed in 2007 under NR708.09.



UW Milwaukee Children's Center Detention Pond, ERP, activity opened in 2013, soil
contamination remains, activity closed in 2017 with continuing obligations.



UW Milwaukee School of Architecture, LUST, activity opened in 1993, soil contamination
removed, and activity closed in 1998 under NR726.



Karl Steldt Residence, LUST, activity opened in 1993, activity closed in 1994.



Shorewood Block Property, LUST, activity opened in 1997 and closed in 1998 under NR
708.09.



UW-Milwaukee, Klotsche Center, No Action Required (NAR), tank closure assessment in
2004 which resulted in a NAR. This tank closure assessment was located at the grounds
building associated with the Klotsche Center, but not the Klotsche Center itself. These
tanks are described below.

There are several underground and above-ground fuel storage tanks within the vicinity of the project that
are listed on the storage tank database through DATCP, although no tanks were identified as existing
historically or currently in the project development area. UW-Milwaukee owns many diesel and fuel tanks
which are either closed/removed or currently in use, both aboveground storage tanks (AST) and
underground storage tanks (UST). The closest tanks are located at the grounds building, located at 2411
East Edgewood Avenue, and has/had the following tanks:
Tank ID

Type

Contents

Capacity
(gallons)

Status
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Misc.

103012

UST

Diesel

2,000

In use, installed
2003

Spill and overfill protection,
double-walled

103316

UST

Unleaded
gas

2,000

In use, installed
2003

Spill and overfill protection,
double-walled

10235

AST

Waste/used
motor oil

280

In use, installed
2005

Spill and overfill protection,
double-walled

2991

AST

Diesel

560

Closed/removed

Spill and overfill protection,
double-walled

53949

UST

Unleaded
gas

2,000

Closed/removed in
2004, installed
1982

Spill protection installed,
overfill protection not
installed, single-walled

The 2,000-gallon unleaded gasoline UST was removed on January 6, 2004, with a closure assessment.
Based on the closure assessment, the subject UST system did not release significant volumes of stored
product to the environment. Gasoline range organics (GRO) in the soil were sampled for in four locations
around the tank and analyzed in a laboratory. None of these samples revealed GRO detections.
Groundwater was not encountered during tank removal and was not sampled for.
During the site visit conducted on December 1, 2020, two monitoring well nests were noticed in the
Downer Woods area, east of Parking Lot #15. The WDNR was contacted in regard to these wells, but as
of the time of publication of this report, no update has been provided by the Department.

B. Biological Environment
1. Flora
The project construction will be in an area that is currently developed with asphalt, concrete, and typical
urban landscaping. The majority of the flora within the project area consists of minimal amounts of turf
grass with ornamental long grasses and bushes. At the boundaries of the project, site are mature ash
trees, some of which are near the end of their lives and may be replaced regardless of the proposed
project.

2. Fauna
This sparse vegetation offers minimal cover and does not provide suitable habitat for large wildlife. Most
of the wildlife in the area would seek shelter in larger vegetated areas such as Downer Woods to the
north/northwest. Fauna that is typically seen in urban and residential areas such as that of the project site
are small songbirds, raccoons, mice, and squirrels.
According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), there are no critical habitats at the project
location. The location may, however, overlap habitat for two endangered species: The Northern Longeared Bat (Myotis septentrionalis) and the Red Knot (Calidris canutus rufa) and another 15 migratory
birds. Steps can be taken to minimize impacts to birds, such as learning when and where they breed and
avoiding any active nests during that time.
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An Endangered Resources Preliminary Assessment was completed on November 20, 2020, to determine
whether the project site is in an area that may affect threatened, endangered, and special concern
species. Results of the preliminary assessment indicated that it was strongly recommended to request a
full Endangered Resources Review (ERR) since an ERR would provide recommended actions that could
be taken during the course of the project. An ERR was submitted for review November 24, 2020, and a
response was received the same day indicating that the project is covered by Table 2 of the Broad
Incidental Take Permit/Authorization for No/Low Impact activities (No/Low BITP/A). Specifically, this
project is covered by Activity 2-A1, which covers any activity performed in urban/residential areas,
manicured lawn, or other artificial/paved surfaces. The no/low BITP/A covers projects that the DNR have
determined will have no impact or a minimal impact to endangered and threatened species in the state
and no additional actions were needed to comply with state and/or federal endangered species laws.
Additional recommendations offered by the WDNR included the following:


A natural community may occur within and adjacent to the project site. Natural communities may
contain rare or declining species and their protection should be incorporated into the project
design as much as possible. We (WDNR) recommend minimizing impacts to, implementing
invasive species best management practices (BMPs), and/or conducting work under frozen
ground conditions when working within or adjacent to this natural community.



Consider implementing the following actions to help maintain and create suitable habitat for rare
bees known to be present nearby:
o Use native trees, shrubs, and flowering plants in landscaping
o Provide plants that bloom from spring through fall
o Remove and control invasive plants in any habitat for foraging, nesting, or overwintering

The ERR and verification form can be found in Appendix F.

C. Social and Cultural Environment
Existing social aspects of the area are presented as context to the project and the social profile of
potential beneficiaries or impacted parties that could result from project development.

1. City of Milwaukee
Table 1 below provides population data for Milwaukee County and the City of Milwaukee. Between 2000
and 2010, the most recent period for which complete U.S. Census Bureau data are available, the City of
Milwaukee has seen a decrease in population of 0.4% while Milwaukee County has seen a slight increase
of 0.8% over approximately 10 years. The U.S. Census Bureau 2010 estimates the population in
Milwaukee County at 940,164 and population in the City of Milwaukee at 594,833 (based on the 2010
American Community Survey).
Table 1: Population Data for Milwaukee County, City of Milwaukee
2000 Population

2010 Population

Percent Change
2000-2010

Milwaukee County

940,164

947,735

+0.8

City of Milwaukee

596,974

594,833

-0.4
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, March 2012.

According to the Wisconsin DOA Demographic Service Center, Milwaukee County is expected to surpass
the one million population mark after 2015. It will remain the state’s most populous county for the
foreseeable future. Milwaukee County will see a 4.3% population increase between 2000-2025 from
596,974 to 622,739 residents.
From the 2010 U.S. Census data, the City of Milwaukee population is split nearly evenly between males
and females, with 286,949 males (48.2%) within the city and 307,884 females (51.8%). According to the
data, 31% of the population were under 20 years old, 26% between 20 and 34 years in age, 24.6%
between 35 and 54 in age, and 12% aged 55 to 69, and 6.4% 70 or older.
Residents in Milwaukee are primarily African American (40.0%) and Caucasian (44.8%), with the next
highest single ethnicities being Hispanic/Latino (17.3%) and Asian (3.5%). American Indian or Alaskan
Native, other races, or two or more races comprise the remaining 3.0% of the overall Milwaukee
population (http://factfinder2.census.gov).

2. UW-Milwaukee
All UW System campuses remain under-enrollment management levels set by the BOR to assure a highquality educational experience for students. The Master Plan for UWM projects significant growth in
particular programs such as Natural Sciences, Engineering, and Health by 2013 due to their potential
advance in their respective research fields (Master Plan, 2010).
To support this enrollment, UW-Milwaukee employs 7,742 total employees (student employees included)
with 1,636 being faculty and instructional staff and awarded $161 million in financial aid to 75% of
students in 2018-2019. UW-Milwaukee is one of the most diverse institution within the UW System, with
26,167 students representing all 50 states and 90 nations (1,245 international students). UWM also
enrolls more Wisconsin residents and student-veterans than any other university in or out of the UW
System. The percentage of male to female students is relatively evenly split at 55% female and 45%
male. Undergraduate enrollment made up 74% of the total population for 2019, with graduate students
making up the remaining 17.7%. Enrollment decreased by 12% between Fall 2011 and Fall 2019 from to
29,768 students 26,167 students. The student population consists of 14% multi-ethnic, 7% African
American, 3% Hispanic/Latino, and 6% Asian American (UWM Facts, 2019). UWM estimates that there
are approximately 189,309 alumni worldwide. Of the students enrolled in 2019, 3,965 are listed as living
in residence halls.

3. Employment and Income
Table 2 below provides employment and income data for residents of the City of Milwaukee, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, and the United States in 2010. The unemployment rate in the City of Milwaukee
(11.5% as percent unemployed of the civilian labor force) was notably higher than Milwaukee County
(9.6%), the state of Wisconsin (8.5%), and the United States (8.9%) in 2010. Milwaukee residents’ per
capita income was $17,912 compared to $22,420 for Dane County Residents and $25,458 and $26,059
for Wisconsin and United States residents, respectively (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).
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Table 2: Employment and Income Data in 2010
Location

Civilian
Labor
Force

Number
Employed

City of Milwaukee

275,274

243,600

31,674

11.5

17,912

Milwaukee
County

463,595

418,977

44,618

9.6

22,420

Wisconsin

3,082,676

2,821,803

260,873

8.5

25,458

155,917,013

139,033,928

16,883,085

8.9

26,059

United States

Number
Unemployment
Unemployed
Rate (%)

Per Capita
Income ($)

Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) 2010, U.S. Census Bureau 2010.

4. Neighborhoods
The Mariners Neighborhood, Murray Hill Neighborhood, Cambridge Woods Neighborhood, and Historic
Water Tower Neighborhood are all active neighborhood groups that border, are close to, or have interest
in the UWM Campus. The area immediately surrounding the project location is primarily residential, both
student and non-student and institutional. North of the campus is the Village of Shorewood, where some
student housing is located, increasing the village’s relevancy in campus planning. Due to the heavy
presence of residential areas, UWM has an Office of Neighborhood Relations that works closely with the
surrounding neighborhoods to improve the residents’ quality of life. This office acts as a resource for
these neighborhoods to address issues that are directly related to UWM or off-campus student residents,
as well as encouraging open lines of communication between all involved parties.

5. Important Social Features and Buildings Located Near the Project
Area
Noted below are socially important areas either directly adjacent to the project site or of significant
importance near the project site:


UWM Student Union: Located at the intersection of East Kenwood Blvd and North Maryland
Avenue, the Union hosts a number of student services, events, information centers, and food
options. The Union features the UWM Bookstore, a UW-Credit Union, the 8th Note Coffee House,
the LGBT Resource Center, Women’s Resource Center, Multicultural Student Lounge, Studio Arts
and Crafts Center, and the Union Theatre. Some of the services provided within the Union include
University and Neighborhood Housing, Parking and Transit, and Reservation and Event Planning.
The mission of the Union is to provide quality programs, services, and experiences; and foster the
development of an inclusive community.



UWM Main Campus: Located just south of the project site, on the corner of East Hartford Avenue
and North Downer Avenue, this section of the campus encompasses the UWM College and
Letters and Science, the Milwaukee-Downer College Buildings, UWM Helen Bader School of
Social Welfare, UWM Office of the Chancellor, as well as Sabin Hall, Greene Museum, Greene
Hall, Johnston Hall, Merrill Hall, Holton Hall, Enderis Hall, Norris Health Center, Chapman Hall,
and Grounds Building.
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Laura Moynihan Field: Both the men’s and women’s Panther soccer teams’ practice and compete
on Laura Moynihan Field, which features state-of-the-art artificial playing surface and lighting
technology. The spectator seating capacity is 2,200 but saw a crowd of 4,030 fans at the first night
game in 2015 against crosstown rival Marquette. Women’s soccer stadium record was 2,212
spectators versus Marquette in the televised Fox Soccer Channel in 2011. The field was renamed
Laura Moynihan Field from Engelmann Filed after a three-year fundraising effort prior to 2010.



Sandburg Hall: Over 2700 students live in the four towers that make up Sandburg Residence Hall.
The North, South, and West towers were built in 1970, while the East tower wasn’t constructed
and opened until 2000. The towers are located about a 10-minute walk from Lake Michigan and
within close proximity to numerous restaurants and businesses on Oakland Avenue. The East
tower features more amenities due to its more recent construction, including air conditioning and
kitchens within the suites. The amenities accessible to all University Housing residents include a
fitness center, dining halls, Channel Lounge, computer lab, Flicks Movie Theater, laundry facilities,
and service desks.



Oakland Avenue: From the north edge of UWM’s campus at Edgewood Avenue south about one
mile lies upwards of 30 bars, restaurants, and businesses offering various services to students
and the resident population. A stretch of Oakland Avenue borders the east side of Riverside Park,
which surrounds the Milwaukee River and houses the downtown location of the Urban Ecology
Center.



Downer Woods Conservation, Park and Woodland Areas: Designated in state statutes Chapter
36.37 as a preservation area, this area north and east of Sandburg Hall, and north of the utility
project site, was implemented to promote the permanent conservation and enhancement of this
area. It protects 18.805 acres of the 90-acre campus and consists of the 11.101-acre permanent
conservation area, 3.018 acres as permanently preserved woodland, and 4.686 acres as park and
woodland designation. The purpose is conservation, recreational, and aesthetic corridors for
UWM.

D. Parking and Traffic
Traffic surrounding the project area is currently affected by a number of Milwaukee County Transit
System (MCTS) and UWM Shuttle bus services, pedestrians, bicycles, and motorized vehicles. The
project area is off of North Downer Avenue, which is one of the main streets running north-south through
UWM’s campus connecting East Edgewood Avenue and East Hartford Avenue. There are eight parking
lots accessible from Hartford Avenue and Downer Avenue for public and UWM-affiliated parking
unrelated to the project area. The Klotsche Center has a parking area off of North Downer Avenue,
Parking Lot #15, where the future Klotsche Center addition will be built on. This parking lot has 28 spaces
available to everyone, including visitors, students, faculty, and staff. Eleven of these spots are reserved
for faculty/staff and three are reserved for disabled parking only. Rates for this lot are $1 per hour up to a
maximum of $10 and monthly permits are also used. The lot is open Monday through Saturday 5:00 AM7:00 PM and Sunday 5:00 AM-5:00 PM with certain exceptions. Disabled parking spots have a reduced
fee of $0.60 per hour. There is also a five-level underground parking garage underneath the Klotsche
Center which includes parking stalls for monthly permit parking and public parking. This parking unit can
hold approximately 636 vehicles. This lot is generally under-utilized and rarely fills to capacity. One bus
stop (MCTS Route RED, GOL, 30 & 30X: Stop DOWNER/NEWPORT) can be found just east of Sabin
Hall, on North Downer Avenue.
The entrance to the Klotsche Center is via North Downer Avenue, which is a two-way drive that will
remain after construction of the addition. Traffic flow through the facility is designed for entry and exit at
both Edgewood Avenue and Downer Avenue to provide an optimal flow pattern. According to the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT), as of June 2019, the corner of North Downer Avenue
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and East Hartford Avenue received an annual average of 4,200 daily traffic trips. This number has
decreased from the year 2014, which saw an annual average of 7,700 daily traffic trips.

E. Economic Environment
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee has a big impact on the local and state economy, and the
Klotsche Center is included in this impact. From the 2018-2019 Budget Redbook, UW-Milwaukee had a
total budget of $694,165,710. The UW System has an estimated fiscal year 2021 revenue of $6.449
billion and is expected to have a 3.5% increase of general-purpose revenue (GPR) in FY 2022 and FY
2023. Segregated feed for full time students (graduate and undergraduate) comes to $734.30 during the
Fall and Spring semesters and $362.99 during the summer semester1. These fees include bus pass and
transportation services, childcare tuition assistance program, general student service fund, University
Health Services, Wisconsin Union, municipal services, the campus radio fund, among others. Student
segregated feed will not be impacted by this project.
More than 80% of in-state UW System graduates stay in Wisconsin five years after earning a degree,
contributing to the 23:1 return on state investment provided by the UW System. UW System institutions
also contribute to the richness of Wisconsin’s culture and economy with groundbreaking research, new
companies and patents, and boundless creative intellectual energy (https://uwm.edu/budget/). UWMilwaukee specifically is a leading educator of architects, engineers, business students, teachers, nurses,
and other health professional. About 74% of their 191,237 alumni live and work in Wisconsin, contributing
to the state’s health, vibrancy, and economic growth.

F. Archaeological and Historical Environments
Archaeological and other historical resources were reviewed for locations within the Area of Potential
Effect (APE). The Wisconsin Historic Preservation Database (WHPD) was accessed on October 30,
2020, and locally designated historical or archaeological properties were reviewed within the project
areas. This database includes information from the Archaeological Sites Inventory (ASI), Architectural
History Inventory (AHI), and Archaeological Reports Inventory (ARI).
Downer Woods abuts of the project area to the north/northwest and is listed under ASI #s 28763, 28762,
and 3619, ARI# 6260, and AHI# 118830. This area includes an area identified as an indigenous camp,
which was first reported by Charles E. Brown in 1929. In May 1996 and April 1997, a survey was
conducted where 10 artifacts were collected. The material was found in three clusters, one in the
northwest quarter of Downer’s Woods, one in the north half of the woods, and one in the southeast corner
of the woods. Cultural affiliation could not be determined. Since the woods are located away from the
project limits and will not be disturbed during the proposed Klotsche Center project, no impacts are
anticipated.
Several properties on the UWM campus and surrounding neighborhood are historic resources listed
under the AHI. Of these properties, one is listed under the National Register (Thomas A. Greene
Museum) and two are listed as potentially eligible for the National Register (UWM heating Plant and
Downer College Science Hall). Historic resources closest to the project site include two houses located at
2608 East Newport Avenue (AHI# 116299) and 2611 East Newport Avenue (AHI# 119876). 2608 East
Newport Avenue is a stucco house built in 1919 which is of architectural significance due to its example of

1

https://bursar.wisc.edu/tuition-and-fees/tuition-rates/segregated-fees
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early 20th Century residential design on the East Side. The property at 2611 East Newport Avenue is a
stucco house built in 1921. Neither of these resources are listed on the National Register.
Milwaukee-Downer College Science Hall (AHI# 94724), located to the south of the proposed project site,
is a Collegiate Gothic structure style college building built in 1928 and constructed of brick and
sandstone. This historic resource is potentially eligible for the National Register. However, it does not
directly adjoin the proposed project site.
The Thomas A. Green Museum (AHI# 106283) is located south of the project site and is listed on the
National Register (Reference # 93001615). This museum was built to house the natural history collection
of Thomas Arnold Greene, who was a Milwaukee druggist and collector of plants, minerals, and fossils.
His family donated the collection of 75,000-100,000 specimens to the Milwaukee Downer College in
1911. UWM’s Heating Plant (AHI# 220240) is located south of the proposed project and is listed as
potentially eligible for the National Register. This is a powerplant built in 1969 and is the most
architecturally distinguished of all the UW-System campus’s central heating plant buildings. It is highly
intact and uses a Mies Van Der Roche design vocabulary with great success. The Kenwood ParkProspect Hill Historic District, located just West of UWM, is one of Milwaukee’s architecturally significant
neighborhoods. See Appendix H for listing details and a map of nearby historic and archaeological
resources.
Although these resources are nearby the project site, they do not directly adjoin the project area (apart
from Downer Woods). These sites are not anticipated to be impacted by project construction and care will
be taken to avoid large vibrations that may disturb archaeological or historic properties near the project
boundary. Notice is being made to the Wisconsin Historical Society (WHS) as to these noted database
findings, though it is not anticipated to result in any adverse conditions, pre-or post-construction
settlement or crack analysis, nor other direct actions as a result of this project. This issue will be further
clarified upon receipt of response from WHS and if timing allows, included in the Final EIA report.
The following listings are located nearby the project site:

Database

Resource (Reference Number)

Archaeological Site Inventory (ASI)







Archaeological Reports Inventory
(ARI)
Wisconsin Architecture and History
Inventory (AHI)



State Site# MI-0499, ASI# 28763 (Downer Woods II)
o “The site is a subsurface lithic artifact scatter in one shovel test
transect. Two probes located 20 meters apart produced 2
possible artifacts.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 2 possible flakes
State Site# MI-0498, ASI# 28762 (Downer Woods I)
o “The site consists of a subsurface lithic cluster in adjacent shovel
probe transects in an undisturbed wooded area. Three shovel
tests 10 meters apart produced 5 artifacts.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 2 chert chunks, 2 possible flakes, 1 scraper on
wedge made on a drill
State Site# MI-0169, ASI# 3619
o “In May 1996 and April 1997, a survey was conducted in
Downer’s Woods, where Brown reported a campsite in 1929. Ten
artifacts were collected in 1996 and none in 1997.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 10 artifacts
WHS Project #: 44-4444, ARI #: 6260 (same as ASI# 3619 above)


AHI: 94724 – Milwaukee-Downer College Science Hall, 3413 N.
Downer Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1928, Collegiate Gothic structure
o Potentially eligible for National Register
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AHI: 106283 – Thomas A. Greene Memorial Museum, 3367 N.
Downer Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1905, Gothic Revival
o National Register Reference #93001615, listed in 1993
AHI: 115325 – E.J. Kasedorf, 3478-80 N. Downer Ave.
o North of project site
o Built in 1928, Prairie School style house
o Not eligible for National Register
AHI: 116299 – Herman Bevering, 2608 E. Newport Ave.
o East of project site
o Built in 1919, Other Vernacular house
o Not eligible for National Register, Proposed Historic
District: University East Local District
AHI: 118830 – Downer Woods
o North of project site
o Natural feature, surveyed in 1976
o Not eligible for National Register, listed under ARI and
ASI
AHI: 119876 – 2611 E. Newport Ave.
o East of project site
o Built in 1921, Tudor Revival house
o Not eligible for National Register, Proposed Historic
District: University East Local District
AHI: 220240 – UW-Milwaukee Heating Plant, 3359 N. Downer
Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1969, Contemporary power plant
o Potentially eligible for National Register
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III. Proposed Environmental Change
A. Manipulation of Terrestrial Resources
The primary cause of physical manipulation at the site will be from the construction of the annex building
and structural elements. The project will replace the approximately 9,000 square foot existing parking lot
(Lot #15) and an overhead bridge will be created to link the annex to the existing Klotsche Center. The
adjacent Downer Woods Park and Woodland area consists of turf lawn with several trees. The edge of
the woods starts about 40 feet north of the project site and the edge of brush such as wildflowers and
grasses begin approximately 60 feet to the east of the site. Roughly 20-30 deciduous and coniferous
trees ranging from two inches to 36 inches diameter at breast height (DBH) exist between the project site
and the edge of the woods or brush. State statute allows for limited modifications to this area, and a small
portion of this area will be temporarily modified for construction access. It will be fully restored after
construction to not alter the present character of the land. The building has been designed so no part of it
will encroach upon the lands, including below-grade foundations. Overall, the building may have a
positive effect non the woods because it will aid in serving as a buffer for sunlight and wind and will
produce a physical effect similar to that of a mature forest block.
In general, grades will not change appreciably across the site and impervious surfaces will remain
approximately the same since the building footprint and impervious roof area is roughly the same as the
impervious asphalt parking lot. Over the course of the project, approximately 0.3 acres of land will be
disturbed to remove the existing parking lot and construct the new building. Site development will include
excavation, grading, landscaping, and installation of site utilities. These activities, in some instances, will
result in relatively large and deep excavations around pedestrian, landscaped, or traffic areas. According
to the site logistics plan, found in Appendix E with the site design information, the location for the
dumpsters and staging equipment will be just north of the proposed addition, on the right-hand side of the
road. A small portion of the road leading to the existing Klotsche Center from North Downer Avenue will
need to be temporarily used for crane access and a small parking area south of Parking Lot #15 will need
to be temporarily used during construction for job trailers.
During construction activities, the existing hard surfaces in areas of construction such as curbs, gutters,
and portions of sidewalks, will need to be demolished and removed. Other features on the current parking
lot, such as parking signs, an emergency phone, and decorative landscaping will need to be removed for
construction. Three ash trees 3-13 inches DBH exist approximately 40 feet to the north of the project site
are only being kept alive by inoculation for Emerald Ash Borer with Treeage (an injected insecticide). The
City of Milwaukee is currently systematically removing all ash trees from their street tree plantings,
therefore, if these trees are removed during construction, it would be a benefit since they will most likely
be removed regardless in the future and it would be more of a challenge to remove them once the new
Klotsche Annex building is in place. These trees will be replaced with new tree plantings. Another tree
approximately 30 feet to the east of the project site will be moved to a different location due to the project.
Additional plantings and landscaping will be part of this project, including new trees. Other trees nearby
the project site, such as a large White Oak located to the north of the project site, will stay in place and be
protected during construction by surrounding them with snow fencing around the root zone to keep
contractors away. A landscape plan detailing the size and species of the additional plantings and new
trees is being developed with the site and building design. Additional landscape features include a twofoot-wide mulch maintenance edge around the north and east side of the proposed building, a landscape
curb with a dry-stone stream and overflow inlet on the southern edge of the proposed building, and two
other landscaped curbs on the west side of the building. Vegetation in these landscaped curbs will include
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deciduous shrubs ornamental grasses, and herbaceous perennials typical of Wisconsin habitat. The
project site will be restored after completion of site construction activities. It is the intention of UWM and
the design team for the site impacted area, including adjacent Downers Woods land, to be restored to a
condition that is improved compared to pre-development conditions.

B. Manipulation of Aquatic Resources
There are no ponds, lakes, streams, or wetlands identified within the project boundaries. Lake Michigan is
located approximately 0.40 miles east of the project site, and the Milwaukee River is about 0.70 miles
west of the project site. These water bodies are important resources and provide habitat for waterfowl and
aquatic wildlife. In 2012 the WDNR evaluated construction stormwater impacts for a substantially similar
project at a site nearby and used standard language in their response letter indicating habitat near these
bodies of water need to be protected through the use of BMPs and other erosion control measures, such
as silt fencing. If these recommendations are be followed during all phases of construction, waterfowl and
aquatic resources are not anticipated to be impacted by construction activities.
Biological impacts from the project due to stormwater runoff or erosion are not anticipated since standard
BMPs will be implemented. Stormwater collection structures will be incorporated within the proposed
building design to collect stormwater runoff that does not infiltrate the surface and to prevent stormwater
from flowing off-site.
During construction, adequate grades will need to be set so that drainage and surface water runoff will be
routed to existing reinforced concrete pipe storm sewers or handled in a way compatible with WDNR
requirements. Stormwater runoff produced at the site is subject to regulation under Chapter NR 216,
Stormwater Discharge. A Storm Water Construction Site General Permit will be obtained in order to
comply with state regulatory requirements. Stormwater control plans during and after construction will
incorporate BMPs identified by the WDNR in order to comply with the requirements of that permit.
As part of the project, an erosion and sediment control plan will be developed in accordance with the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and coordinated with WDNR staff. Standard
engineering controls such as silt fencing, road sweeping, and inlet protection will be implemented to
control runoff, erosion, and tracking of soil on to city streets. The erosion control plan should incorporate
inlet protection, construction tracking pads, and silt fencing that must be maintained throughout
construction. Impacts resulting from increased runoff during construction are anticipated to be minimal.
The standard regulations for construction site erosion control call for the limitation of sediment so that
there is a reduction of 80 percent of the suspended sediment load carried in runoff as compared to no
employment of erosion control measures. Erosion control and demolition plans can be found with the
other site design plans in Appendix E.
Spills from construction-related activities could cause hazardous materials to be released to ground and
subsequently to the storm sewer system through runoff on impervious areas. These may include
solvents, oil, grease, gasoline, caulk, paint, or hydraulic fluids. The BMPs implemented to clean up spills
include absorbent blankets and storage containers to minimize the potential for overland flow into the
storm sewer.

C. Structures
The project proposes to construct an approximately 18,000 square foot, two-story addition to the Klotsche
Center. Construction of the new building will include an overhead bridge which will connect the new
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addition to the existing Klotsche Center. Demolition will include the removal of an existing parking lot and
associated features.

D. Socioeconomic
1. Social
Visual Aesthetics and Green Space
The transformation of the current parking lot into an addition for the Klotsche Center will create a new,
multistory visual aesthetic compared to existing conditions. Architects are designing the new building to fit
in with the surrounding buildings and landscape. This is done by integrating brick in the lower portions of
the new building, to mimic the design of the adjacent Klotsche Center. The upper clearstory will have a
translucent wall system to let natural daylight into the gymnasium and ancillary spaces. Physical site
topography will not be significantly changed. Light pollution during and after construction will be mitigated
by following campus standards, with the intent to minimize light pollution by using sharp cut-off site
lighting. UWM’s Master Plan has placed a priority in establishing a “working landscape” that embraces,
integrates, and embodies the design, environmental, and academic values.

Pedestrian Circulation
Pedestrian connection between the two buildings will be forged by a bridge which will span over the drive
and connect to the Klotsche Center. This will also allow a connection between Downer Avenue to
Edgewood Avenue for traffic purposes. During construction, a pedestrian and traffic circulation plan will
be implemented to provide safe working environment and safe access by site users. Anyone using the
facilities may have further walk distances during construction because of temporarily closed sidewalks
and the permanent loss of parking stalls in Parking Lot #15.

Student Athletes
The new addition to the Klotsche Center will largely impact the student athletes at UWM by providing
more or improved space tailored to the athletes. Such improved spaces include the film room and study
space to watch athletic films for improving on aspects of their performance, a strength and conditioning
room, and a court space. The new addition will also provide more space for socializing by including an
athlete lounge, a core room, and a lobby. There will be improved ADA accessibility as well, with an ADA
door on the west side of the building and elevators throughout. These improved facilities have the
potential to benefit UWM as a whole by offering a recruiting draw.

2. Economic
Based on a study entitled The Impact of Construction on the Wisconsin Economy by C3 Statistical
Solutions published in January 2011, every $1 spent directly on construction projects produces an overall
economic impact of approximately $1.92. For the proposed Klotsche Center project, this translates into an
economic impact of over $15.5 million based on a combined project cost of $8.1 million, including
construction, design, and equipment. Using a related formula that 17 jobs are created for every $1 million
of construction, this project should create approximately 136 jobs split between design, construction,
manufacturing, and the service industry.
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In addition to construction labor and supervision, there are additional primary jobs for design engineers,
architects, designers, and construction quality assurance personnel. This provides short-term impacts
from the employment of workers in the construction industry in addition to secondary and indirect
employment from the various equipment manufacturers and vendors, transportation, and material
providers. These people provide many goods and services essential to the construction and operations of
the project. Additional long-term employment operations will increase from current employment levels
within UWM due to expanded space to maintain and operate. Tertiary or induced jobs would include
those created or supported through the spending of wages or salaries on items such as food, housing,
transportation, and medical services.
Project costs will have no impact on student fees.

3. Other
Hazardous Materials
Due to the limited amount of demolition involved with this project, hazardous substances commonly found
in building materials, such as lead, mold, and asbestos, are unlikely to be encountered during this project.
Hazardous materials are not anticipated to be encountered during installation of the new utilities beneath
the ground and there is no reason to believe there are underground storage tanks at the site which could
cause a complication during construction if encountered. Furthermore, the proposed project site was not
listed on the WDNR BRRTS website, meaning there is no record of historic environmental spills or
releases. However, there is record of former and current storage tanks at the grounds building, located
approximately 356 feet north of the project site at 2411 East Edgewood Avenue. There was also a
storage tank closure assessment performed, which involved sampling soil around the removed tank for
gasoline range organics. Sample results concluded there were no spills or releases of product to the
surrounding environment, resulting in a no action required status. Two monitoring well nests are located
to the east of Parking Lot #15, but their origin and purpose remains unknown at the time.

Utilities
Utility lines already exist under or nearby the current parking lot and the new building will connect to the
utilities coming from the existing Klotsche Center. These utilities are adequately sized to accommodate
the new building services. There will also be new utilities to the building. New sewer, storm sewer,
domestic water, and fire protection will be provided to the building. The electrical and fire alarm will be
extended from the existing building, and a new air handler is being provided as part of this project. A fourinch sanitary sewer and ten-inch storm sewer building connection will be constructed on the northwest
side and west side of the new building which will connect to the existing sewers. A fire hydrant currently
located on the northwest side of the parking lot will be relocated to make room for the new building. The
proposed building will also connect to an existing water main pipe at the south side of the building.

Noise
Permanent ambient noise levels may rise as a result of the additional occupants using the new building.
However, it is not anticipated that permanent activities at the Klotsche Center annex would cause noise
levels would rise above those on the surrounding campus nor significantly from the current site use.
Noise impacts are also expected during the construction period, including some work that may occur on
nights and weekends (if approved). A noise permit must be applied from the City of Milwaukee before
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construction may begin, which would allow for the proposed construction activities to occur at the
scheduled times. Major construction elements that will produce elevated noise levels include the saw
cutting of pavement, breaking up pavement and concrete, excavating, shoring, hauling, grading,
landscaping, and clearing. Anticipated noise will most directly impact those individuals living or working in
or near the project, the surrounding student and academic buildings, and nearby residences.
Construction noise is expected to be of short durations with standard hours of operation between 7:00
a.m. and 7:00 p.m., although certain phases of the project may be required to take place at off-peak
hours, nights, or on weekends. All construction work will follow the applicable City of Milwaukee noise
permit and local ordinances. For those times when construction is outside the standard work hours of
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., a noise ordinance variance will have to be requested and approved by the City of
Milwaukee.

Traffic and Parking
Construction and demolition activities will necessitate temporary traffic control during various sequences.
Upon completion of construction, traffic patterns for pedestrians, bicycles, and vehicles will return to their
normal operating conditions. Construction will be phased to minimize impacts on occupants and the
students. Roads surrounding the project site will remain functional and will not be closed, however,
portions of the roadways (such as an area north of Sabin Hall and a portion of the road leading to the
Klotsche Center) will temporarily be used for staging, construction dumpsters, job trailers, and a crane.
Although Downer Avenue or Edgewood Avenue are not expected to shut down, traffic may need to be
temporarily altered within the campus drive during construction. The sidewalk on the west side of the
current parking lot will be temporarily closed due to construction and alternative pedestrian routing will be
provided.
The new addition will take the place of the existing Parking Lot #15. A new parking lot will not be installed,
resulting in the permanent loss of these 28 parking spaces. However, the adjoining Klotsche Center has a
large five-level underground parking garage with public and monthly permit parking available for
approximately 636 vehicles and is generally underutilized and rarely filled to capacity. This
underutilization appears to allow the parking lot underneath the Klotsche Center to absorb the parking
spaces lost from Parking Lot #15.

IV.

Probable Adverse and Beneficial Impacts

A. Physical Impacts
Physical impacts are limited in nature since this project is being constructed on a developed area of the
campus. The proposed surface demolition activities will have a number of physical short-term
environmental impacts, although demolition and construction actions will not threaten water or soil quality
and typical measures will be taken to control erosion. Short-term air impacts from construction and
demolition, including crushing of hard surface components, and vehicle construction emissions, will
increase slightly. Any crushing activities will employ dust control to minimize air emissions. The project
will work to address dust pollution and meet all DNR requirements through design specifications and
quality control project oversite. Environmental concerns are not expected to be encountered during
demolition or construction and present little adverse or beneficial impacts to the site. After construction,
site accessibility and circulation will be improved along with the physical appearance of surface features,
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which is a beneficial impact due to metrics which consider usable student space as a higher and better
use compared to surface parking.
Long-term adverse impacts will not result from the project development. Possible adverse short-term
impacts may include that the project site may act as a nuisance. Extensive building materials such as
wood sheeting, concrete, pipes, and fill material will be utilized during project implementation and
irretrievably committed to the project. Furthermore, the proposed action will provide no anticipated
adverse physical effect of increased surface water run-off since total impervious area is similar to the
existing surfaces.
Short-term noise and inconvenience in facility usage during construction operations are adverse impacts
expected from the site development and are not atypical of any other construction activity. However, due
to the location near existing residence halls and campus buildings, construction noise may have more of
an impact. Long-term noise impacts are not anticipated as a result of this project. The work is expected to
be limited to daytime operations, and therefore, evening night noise issues are not anticipated.
The largest impact would be the much-needed increased capacity for facility space and student and
athlete usage. In summary, the physical impacts from this project have minimal adverse impacts,
anticipated to be limited to construction activities. Short-term noise and minor air impacts from
construction activities are expected to impact the campus for the duration of the project. No other
groundwater or soil impacts are expected to arise as a result of this project. Beneficial impacts will be
realized long-term by the increased space and usage of the Klotsche Center.

B. Biological Impacts
Long-term adverse biological impacts are not anticipated since the project site is located in a developed
area where buildings already exist. Furthermore, developed land is not considered to host wildlife habitat
of any significance beyond songbirds or small mammals, such as squirrels and rabbits. Green space and
impervious surfaces will remain about the same after project conclusion. As mentioned in Section III. A.,
three Ash trees will be removed and replaced with new trees. These trees are being kept alive by
insecticide injection for the ash borer and will likely be replaced regardless of the project. In fact, it would
be a benefit to remove them during construction because once the Klotsche Annex is constructed, it will
make tree removal more challenging. Another tree on the east side of the project boundary will be moved.
All other trees nearby the project site will remain in place and will be protected by wrapping their root
zone with snow fencing to keep construction contractors away. After construction, all vegetation and
landscaping elements will be restored.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service indicated that the project may overlap habitat area with two
endangered species: The Northern Long-Eared Bat and the Red Knot, along with 15 other migratory
birds. Because there are so few trees in the project area, it is unlikely to encounter one of these
endangered species during project construction. However, efforts can be made to inspect nearby trees for
nest activity and be aware of breeding seasons.
An Endangered Resources Preliminary Assessment was completed on November 20, 2020, to determine
whether the project site is in an area that may affect threatened, endangered, and special concern
species. Results of the preliminary assessment indicated that it was strongly recommended to request a
full ERR since an ERR would provide recommended actions that could be taken during the course of the
project. An ERR was submitted for review November 24, 2020, and a response was received the same
day indicating that the project is covered by Table 2 of the No/Low BITP/A. Specifically, this project is
covered by Activity 2-A1, which covers any activity performed in urban/residential areas, manicured lawn,
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or other artificial/paved surfaces. The no/low BITP/A covers project that the DNR has determined will
have no impact or a minimal impact to endangered and threatened species in the state and no additional
actions were needed to comply with state and/or federal endangered species laws. Additional
recommendations offered by the WDNR included the following:


A natural community may occur within and adjacent to the project site. Natural communities may
contain rare or declining species and their protection should be incorporated into the project
design as much as possible. We (WDNR) recommend minimizing impacts to, implementing
invasive species BMPs, and/or conducting work under frozen ground conditions when working
within or adjacent to this natural community.



Consider implementing the following actions to help maintain and create suitable habitat for rare
bees known to be present nearby:
o Use native trees, shrubs, and flowering plants in landscaping
o Provide plants that bloom from spring through fall
o Remove and control invasive plants in any habitat for foraging, nesting, or overwintering

C. Socioeconomic Impacts
Like many successful and socially significant public universities across the United States, UW-Milwaukee
is building for the future by erecting new buildings as needed to support campus growth and opportunity.
The addition to the Klotsche/Pavilion Center is the impetus behind this environmental impact assessment.
The Klotsche Center is located along North Downer Avenue and is within the main UWM campus. This
area is heavily used by nearby students, faculty, and visitors as they traverse the campus. Consequently,
the proposed project may impact traffic and pedestrian movements along the construction routes and
cause some inconveniences for pedestrians, vehicular traffic, and bicyclists. From time to time, access to
buildings may be rerouted to accommodate the construction activity and provide safe travel for the public.
The project area includes parking Lot #15, which will be permanently replaced for this project. Additional
parking spaces will not be provided during this project, but there is ample parking available most times in
the five-level underground parking garage beneath the Klotsche Center. The ability of the existing 636
stall ramp can absorb the loss of the 28 stalls here on Lot #15, therefore, we do not anticipate additional
on-street parking. Furthermore, the cost to park in the underground parking is the same amount as
Parking Lot #15 was, meaning there will not be an increase in parking costs. Most people would choose
to park in the underground lot regardless because it shelters the vehicle, making it easier to access
during snow events and keeping the vehicle warmer in the winter months. Parking in the underground lot
also eliminates parking restrictions found on the street (North Downer Avenue). Restrictions to street
parking include the inability to park in certain spots during snow removal, alternate side parking, and
explicitly timed parking, increasing the odds of parking tickets. Parking in the underground lot would
eliminate these concerns. The Klotsche Center and new addition can both be accessed via the
underground lot also, which is an added benefit during the cold months.
In summary, the socioeconomic impacts associated with the Klotsche Center addition would not cause
any major changes to employment, student housing, or student or public finance. Waste generated during
construction would be adequately managed by the construction management team and properly disposed
of. The improvements to the Klotsche Center would have a positive effect on athletes, students, and
visitors since there will be increased space and amenities. In effect, this may attract more people to UWM
and the Klotsche Center, possibly creating a positive impact for the local economy.
Adverse effects related to construction noise are anticipated to be localized, temporary, and transient. To
reduce the potential impact of construction noise in accordance with the City ordinances, motorized
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equipment shall be operated in compliance with applicable state and federal laws and regulations relating
to permissibly noise levels within and adjacent to the project construction site. A noise ordinance variance
from the City of Milwaukee will be necessary to allow any construction work to occur outside of standard
working hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

D. Other (Energy, Historical, Archaeological,
Hazardous Materials)
There will be a continued commitment of energy resources to construct the project, including fossil fuel
consumption used by construction vehicles and equipment. Energy that will irreversibly be consumed
includes fuel and electricity used to run construction equipment and operate construction material
manufacturing plants and quarries. Other electrical needs may include lighting, compressors, and tools.
The adjacent Downer Woods area has documentation of several areas where scattered artifacts were
found from an indigenous camp. Such artifacts are unlikely to be encountered since such a small portion
of Downer Woods is within the project boundaries, and the areas where the artifacts were found do not
align with the area of the proposed project. Other historical resources nearby the project area include two
residential houses, Downer College, which is listed as potentially eligible for the National Registry, the
Greene Museum, which is listed under the National Registry, and the UWM Heating Plant, which is
potentially eligible for the National Registry. These resources do not directly adjoin the project site and
are far enough from the project area that they will not be impacted by vibration or noise during
construction. A HIST-A form was completed and forwarded to the Wisconsin Historical Society for
informational purposes only.
During the research conducted for this EIA, there was no indication of historic spills, releases, or other
contamination at the project site. There have been no documented storage tanks or hazardous materials
to the project site. Because there are no building materials included in demolition, asbestos, mold, and
lead are not an issue.
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V.

Probable Adverse Impacts that Cannot be
Avoided

An unavoidable adverse impact of the proposed project is the commitment of energy, materials, and
financial resources. The project will require a financial commitment of $8,100,000.
Adverse, unavoidable short-term construction impacts include noise and dust, alternative routing for
pedestrians and vehicles, possible building access and parking lot limitations, and traffic impacts from
materials delivery and project implementation and possible utility service outages. Though categorized as
a secondary impact and unintentional, the project could adversely impact neighborhood traffic patterns or
on-street parking primarily during construction. Stakeholder team is discussing what worker transit
requirements may be incorporated into the construction contract. Construction vehicles will contribute to
noise and fumes in the project area. Dust can be a health concern for workers as well as plants when
wholly covered.
Dust suppression can be used to minimize the dust that becomes airborne, and construction hours will be
set to reduce the impact of noise pollution, but these adverse effects will likely not be eliminated entirely.
Pedestrian traffic through this area will be temporarily detoured in a sequential manner around the
construction area - a short-term impact that is necessary for the safety of the public. As stated previously,
demand for on-street parking is not anticipated to increase because of the loss of the parking lot or the
construction. The Klotsche Center Pavilion underground lot has ample space (636 parking stalls)
available for anyone and is currently underutilized, making it able to absorb the 28 lost spaces from
Parking Lot #15. This underground lot will be available and open during construction.
Trees and other minor established turf vegetation located in and around the project site will be disturbed
and, in some instances, removed to facilitate demolition and construction activities. This will be mitigated
through the implementation of the landscaping plan that has a larger quantity of tree and shrub plantings.
As codified in Wisconsin State Statute 36.37 (1)(d), the 4.868-acre Downer Woods Park and Woodland
Area, “may be subject to limited modification, such as landscaping, but…protected from disparate uses and
encroachment.” State statute allows for limited modifications to this area, and a small portion of this area
will be temporarily modified for construction access. It will be fully restored to the same or better than exiting
conditions after construction to not alter the present character of the land. The building has been designed
so no part of it will encroach upon the lands, including below-grade foundations.

VI.

Relationship Between Short-Term Uses of
the Environment and the Maintenance and
Advancement of Long-Term Productivity

During the short-term, the properties, residents, students, faculty, and the local environment in the vicinity
of the proposed project will be affected by construction and construction-related activities. Related shortterm impacts will include increased noise levels and the consumption of fuels and other construction
materials. These impacts will not exist in the long-term when demolition and construction are complete.
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During the short-term, the local project environment will be affected by construction and constructionrelated activities. This short-term demolition and construction project provide a long-term service and
response to an increased need for building improvements for UW-Milwaukee students and staff. The
change in site use will also offer greater building efficiency and capacity.

VII. Irreversible or Irretrievable
Commitments of Resources if Action is
Implemented
Many of the resource commitments would be irreversible for the proposed project. Irreversible is defined
as resources that are neither renewable nor recoverable for future use. Demolition and construction
results in the irreversibly or irretrievably committed resources that cannot be recovered but is deemed
necessary for the university.
Resources used during demolition and construction would include water, diesel fuel, gasoline, hydraulic
fluid, and soil. None of these resources are in short supply relative to the size and location of the project.
Additionally, reuse or recycling of some of these items such as the sand, metal piping, and asphalt for
other purposes is possible.
The proposed project would require an irretrievable commitment of human and financial resources that
would not be available for other endeavors or alternative plans. As a sunk opportunity cost, these cannot
be regained; however, the commitment of these resources is consistent with the purpose and need of the
proposed action and was deemed better to meet this purpose than the identified alternatives.
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VIII. Alternatives
Alternatives to the proposed project are described below and were evaluated on their merits and impacts.
The design alternative presented here and, in draft design reports, was selected as the preferred
alternative.


No action/Defer the Project Request: This alternative eliminates construction of the new Klotsche
Center Annex. A no-build alternative does not meet UW-Milwaukee’s long-term programmatic
needs of its clients and students that use the Klotsche Center’s services. If no action is pursued,
the existing building will continue to be used as parking in the short-term, but in the long-term, the
school will not be able to allow everyone to use the Klotsche Center due to lack of space or would
need to compromise on the level of service they are providing their users. Students that come to
UWM for athletic purposes may seek other universities in the competitive recruiting environment.
The 2018 Feasibility Study’s space need deficiency of over 108,000 square feet would see no
improvement and would continue to be deficient compared to other comparable University
facilities.



Other Design Alternatives: Various alternative and phasing plans have been evaluated within the
context of the Campus Master Plans and more recently in the feasibility study. Design alternative
were discussed and rejected by the campus stakeholders and the design team for a variety of
reasons from space functionality, integration issues with existing site and building, and budget.
The project presented in this document is considered to be the most efficient, practical, and
economically justifiable to meet present and future needs of the school and recreation center
given the site characteristics and project goals.
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IX.

Evaluation

A. Significant Effects to the Environment
As a result of this action, is it likely that other events or actions will happen, which may significantly affect
the environment? If so, list and discuss. (Secondary effects)
No, construction of the new building will not change the nature of or the participation at UW-Milwaukee,
nor does it directly lead to, or obligate the campus to, any future project or action. No significant
environmental impacts were identified.

B. New Environmental Effects
Does the action alter the environment so a new physical, biological, or socioeconomic environment would
exist? (New environmental effect)
No, no new biological or economic environment would exist, but the proposed addition of the Klotsche
Center would enhance the social environment on the campus. The actions of the proposed project will
alter the environment as described below:


Physical – Parking Lot# 15 will be replaced with a new addition to the Klotsche Center.



Biological – This project may impact mature trees and landscaping, but all vegetation and
landscaping will return to its original condition or better and with the limits of Downer’s
Woods as recognized by state statutes unimpacted upon project completion.



Social – The addition of the Klotsche Center will allow more people to use the recreation
center and provide additional level of service in certain areas. Although Parking Lot #15
will be permanently lost, there is a five-level underground parking structure beneath the
Klotsche Center for students, faculty, and the public which can accommodate the loss of
parking.



Economic – Economic impacts of the project are anticipated to primarily be short-term
from employment and retention of design, architectural, and construction project team
members. In addition, there will be a positive impact on the local and regional retail
community resulting from the purchase of food, lodging, fuel, equipment, and supplies
during the demolition and construction phases. Student tuition or fees will not be directly
impacted as a result of this project.

C. Geographically Scarce Resources
Are the existing environmental features that would be affected by the proposed action, scarce, either
locally or statewide? If so, list and describe. (Geographically scarce)
No. The environmental features that exist at the project site are not geographically uncommon. Neither
threatened, nor endangered species are anticipated to be noted on site nor impacted. This area’s
intended use is consistent with the surrounding UWM campus.
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D. Precedent-Setting from Action
Does the action and its effects require a decision, which would result in influencing future decisions?
Describe. Is the decision precedent-setting?
No. The decision to construct an addition to the Klotsche Center does not restrict future decisions or
development on the campus and is not precedent setting in terms of new or expanded campus policy.

E. Highly Controversial Issues
Discuss and describe concerns which indicate a serious controversy? (Highly controversial)
Concerns indicative of serious controversy were not identified during the course of this EIA. Scoping
letters were distributed to potentially interested individuals and agencies. Two comments were received
from neighborhood residents during the scoping period. One resident expressed concern that the loss of
parking would result in additional traffic for those looking for on-street parking in the adjoining
neighborhoods. The other response expressed concern about the design of the building and how it would
fit in with the adjoining buildings and Downer Woods, the plan to protect mature trees and concerns about
construction access as part of the project. These items have been addressed in this document and as of
the date of this publication, no responses were received that would indicate there was a high degree of
controversy towards this potential project.
Comments received during the comment period and public meeting will be addressed in the Final EIA.

F. Consistency with Long-Term Plans and Policies
Does the action conflict with official agency plans or with any local, state, or national policy, if so, how? (Is
the action inconsistent with long-range plans or policies?)
These actions do not appear to conflict with official agency plans or any local, state, or national policy.
These projects are consistent with the UW-Milwaukee Campus Master Plan and will support future
anticipated needs.

G. Cumulative Impacts
While the action itself may be limited in scope, would repeated actions of this type result in major or
significant impacts to the environment? (Cumulative impacts)
This action does not result in significant cumulative impacts to the environment. Any future actions of this
type will carefully consider potential effects to the environment.

H. Historical, Scientific, or Archaeological Site
Will the action modify or destroy any historical, scientific, or archaeological site?
Historic, scientific, or archaeological resources are not anticipated to be impacted during the proposed
project.
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I. Future Impacts
Is the action irreversible? Will it commit a resource for the foreseeable future? (Does it foreclose future
options?)
The action is reversible, but substantial additional funding would be required to do so. It would be
possible to restore the site to its current conditions, convert the property to green space, or convert it to
another use if necessary, if the action of this project is removed and reversed.

J. Ethnic or Cultural Impacts
Will action result in direct or indirect impacts on ethnic or cultural groups or alter social patterns?
This project will not impact, either directly or indirectly, ethnic or cultural groups or alter social patterns.
The project may increase social aspects for all students, faculty, staff, or the public due to the increase
capacity and improved services of the recreational center.

K. Other
Other environmental impacts or controversial issues have not been identified in connection with the
proposed action.
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X.

List of Agencies, Groups, and
Individuals Contacted Regarding this
Project

Below is the list of individuals or agencies contacted during the preparation of this EIA. A
complete list of those involved in the scoping and Final EIA process can be found on the
distribution list in Appendix A. A Final EIA Report will be provided to every individual/agency on
the distribution list, either in hardcopy or via electronic notification.
University of Wisconsin System
Maura Donnelly
UW System Administration – Senior Architect & Planner
780 Regent Street, Suite 249
Madison, WI 53715-2635
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Tamara Haberman
Facilities Architect
2400 E. Hartford Avenue #671
Milwaukee, WI 53211
Wisconsin Department of Administration
David Hoffman
Division of Facilities Development, Project Manager
101 E Wilson Street, 7th Floor
PO Box 7866
Madison, WI 53715
Project Designer
Carli Cole
Project Manager - HGA Architecture
333 E. Erie Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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A copy of the Final EIA report is available at:

http://ayresprojectinfo.com/Klotsche%20Center%20Annex%20Addition/default.html
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Recommendation
The UW-Milwaukee Environmental Affairs Coordinator has reviewed the Draft EIA and comments
received during the Draft EIA public comment period to determine if a recommendation is needed to
elevate this project to a Type I level as an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The WEPA Coordinator for the campus concludes that this project is not a “major action that would
significantly affect the quality of the human environment”, and therefore does not necessitate an EIS.
Therefore, it is the opinion of the campus WEPA Coordinator that this Final EIA meets the spirit and intent
of the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act, concludes the WEPA process in accordance with Wis. Stats
§1.11, and recommends the campus proceed with the proposed project as planned. See the
recommendation below.
(to be completed by institution WEPA Coordinator only)

X
Analysis of the expected impact of this proposal is of sufficient scope and detail to conclude that this is
not a major action which would significantly affect the quality of the human environment. In my
opinion therefore, an environmental impact statement is not required before the board

O

Major and Significant Action: PREPARE EIS

CERTIFIED TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH WEPA ‐
Public Notice Completed (include copy of public notice for permanent record)
Institution WEPA Coordinator

Date:

01/26/2021
This decision is not final until approved by the appropriate Director. Regent Resolution 2508 1
1/06/81
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Appendix A
Scoping Letter, Responses, and Distribution List

December 7, 2020

Re:

Klotsche Center Annex Addition
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
DFDM Project #19H1B

Dear Potentially Interested Party:
The State of Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development and Management
(DFDM) has retained Ayres Associates on behalf of the University of Wisconsin System to prepare an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the proposed UW-Milwaukee Klotsche Center Annex Addition.
The EIA will be prepared in accordance with the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act (WEPA), Wisconsin
Statutes 1.11, and University of Wisconsin System Administration (UWSA) guidelines. An initial component
of this EIA is the scoping process to identify at an early stage any potential impact of the project on the
physical, biological, social, and economic environments. Because you, your agency, or group may have an
interest in the project, or are representing neighbors near the project vicinity, we are inviting you to
participate in the scoping process.
Known project components and identification of potential impacts to be studied in the EIA will be collected
at this early phase of design development. All identified stakeholders will be afforded a reasonable
opportunity to identify in writing any support, issues, or concerns they believe should be addressed during
the EIA process for this proposed project.
The Klotsche Center is the primary place for indoor recreation at UWM and also serves as a practice and
game space for UWM intercollegiate athletic teams. It is undersized to serve the indoor recreation needs
of the campus. A 2018 feasibility study assessed recreation space compared to the National IntramuralRecreation Sports Association, NIRSA, Space Planning Guidelines. This study identified a deficit of
106,700 ASF.
The project proposes to construct an approximately 18,000 square foot annex to the Klotsche/Pavilion
Center, located at 3409 N. Downer Ave, Milwaukee, WI. The new addition will be constructed on the
existing Parking Lot #15, located just east of the Klotsche Center. The site is adjacent to the Downer
Woods Park and Woodland area. The adjacent Park and Woodland area consists of turf lawn with
several trees. State statute allows for limited modifications to this area, and a small portion of this area will
be temporarily modified for construction access. It will be fully restored after construction to not alter the
present character of the land. The building has been designed so no part of it will encroach upon the
lands, including below-grade foundations. This project will maximize the site and address the highest
priority needs with space that is versatile: 9,450 SF gym/court space that includes one court and two
cross courts, 1,450 SF strength and conditioning space, and 7,100 SF for auxiliary spaces such as a film
room, hall of history, fueling station, athlete lounges, mechanical room, and other support services for the
UWM Panthers Men’s and Women’s basketball teams on site.
The new addition will connect to the existing Klotsche Center via a bridge spanning over the drive
connecting N. Downer Ave. to E. Edgewood Ave. The lower portions of the annex will be clad in brick,
similar to the adjacent Klotsche Center, and the upper clearstory will have a translucent wall system to let
natural daylight into the gymnasium and ancillary spaces. This project’s budget is estimated at
$8,100,000 with $7,000,000 funded from student segregated fees and the remaining from gifts.
Construction is estimated to commence in June of 2021 with substantial completion by July 2022.

Impacts that are identified during this process will be incorporated into an EIA report which will be made
available to the public for a minimum of 15 days as a review period and will be circulated to appropriate

Potentially Interested Parties
December 4, 2020
Page 2 of 2
federal, state, and local agencies. The release date of this report is anticipated to be late December 2020.
It is anticipated that a Draft EIA virtual public meeting will be held in early-mid January 2021 with meeting
notifications and a copy of the draft EIA being distributed or made available at least 15 days prior to the
meeting. Comments and inquiries raised on the Draft EIA are used to develop the final EIA. Following the
public meeting and finalization of the EIA document, a recommendation on the findings of the EIA will be
developed for release by the UW System Administration as: either 1) the project does not significantly affect
the quality of the human environment or 2) it is a Major and Significant Action and requires the preparation
of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
If you are interested in this project or have any information relevant to it, we welcome your comments,
suggestions, or other input by December 17, 2020 to be considered in the draft EIA. Comments received
after that date will be considered in preparation of the final EIA.
Send your comments on the attached form or in another preferred format to:
Ben Peotter
Ayres Associates
5201 E. Terrace Dr, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53718
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com
If no comments are received from you or your agency, we will assume that there are no project issues that
negatively impact you. However if you would like to be removed from this contact list please contact Mr.
Peotter at the below information. You will have additional opportunities to provide comments during the
upcoming public comment period and public meeting. If you have any questions or concerns regarding this
process, please contact me at PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com.

Sincerely,
Ayres Associates Inc

Ben Peotter, PE
Manager – Environmental Services
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com

ABC:abc
Enclosure
cc:

Figure 1: Project Site – Parking Lot #15

RESPONSE FORM
Environmental Impact Assessment Scoping Process
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
DFDM Project # 19H1B
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

I have the following comments regarding this project and items to be considered as part of the
scoping process:
[Please write comment here. Attach additional pages if necessary.]

Please complete the following information and sign if submitting comments:
Name:
Title/Representing:
Address:
Telephone Number:
E-mail Address (optional):

Signature:
I am interested in continuing my involvement in the public participation components of this
project. Please continue to send me project notices.
I am NOT interested in continuing my involvement in the public participation of this project.
Please do NOT continue to send me project notices.
Please return this form by December 17, 2020 to:

Ben Peotter, PE
Ayres Associates
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com
5201 E. Terrace Drive, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53718

Scoping
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Document and Notification Distribution List
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
DFDM Project #19H1B

Contact Name
University of Wisconsin System
Maura Donnelly
Ellen Rosner

Organization
UW System Administration-Senior Architect & Planner
UW System Administration

M - mailed a hard copy; E - emailed an electronic copy or website notice; ND - not distributed

Address Line 1

Address Line 2

780 Regent Street, Suite 239
780 Regent Street, Suite 239

Document Distribution
Scoping
DEIA

FEIA

mdonnelly@uwsa.edu
erosner@uwsa.edu

E
M/E

E
M/E

E
M/E

WI
WI
WI
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peotter, Ben
Thompson, Emily
Comment: Klotsche Center Annex Addition
Monday, December 14, 2020 8:34:59 AM

-----Original Message----From: Katie Hambly <katie_hambly@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2020 8:42 AM
To: Peotter, Ben <PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com>
Subject: Klotsche Center Annex Addition
Hello Mr. Peotter,
Thank you for advising the neighbors of UW Milwaukee of your proposal. I see that the proposed annex will be
built on an existing parking lot. Will additional parking be built to accommodate that loss as well as increased usage
from the new annex? We’re concerned with the impact on street parking in our neighborhood as we live on Downer
north of Edgewood.
Thanks so much for your attention. It’s appreciated!
Katie Hambly
Sent from my iPhone

Appendix B
Draft EIA Public Notice, Meeting Slides, Minutes

LEGAL NOTICE
Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Assessment and Notice of Public Meeting
Proposed Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
A public meeting to present the Draft Environmental Impact Assessment (DEIA) for the proposed
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (UWM) Klotsche Center Annex Addition construction project will be
held virtually at 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, January 13th, 2021 via Zoom:
https://zoom.us/j/95148756482?pwd=RVdFcjZ5MTV4cW5GQ2dPR3FxNUU0dz09 (Meeting ID: 951 4875
6482 Passcode: 0iVcL7) A description of the project and potential environmental impacts will be
presented, and all persons will be afforded a reasonable opportunity to identify both orally and in writing
any support, issues, or concerns they believe should be addressed during the EIA process for this
proposed project. The EIA will be prepared in accordance with the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act
(WEPA), Wisconsin Statutes 1.11, and UWSA guidelines (Board of Regents’ Resolution 2508, November
6, 1981). The State of Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development and
Management (DFDM) has retained Ayres Associates on behalf of the University of Wisconsin System
(UWSA) to prepare this EIA.
The Klotsche Center is the primary place for indoor recreation at UWM and also serves as a practice and
game space for UWM intercollegiate athletic teams. A 2018 feasibility study assessed recreation space
compared to the National Intramural-Recreation Sports Association, NIRSA, Space Planning Guidelines
and found the facility undersized with a deficit of 106,700 ASF.
The project proposes to construct an approximately 18,000 square foot annex to the Klotsche/Pavilion
Center, located at 3409 N. Downer Ave, Milwaukee, WI. The new addition will be constructed on the
existing Parking Lot #15, located just east of the Klotsche Center. The site is adjacent to the Downer
Woods Park and Woodland area. The adjacent Park and Woodland area consists of turf lawn with
several trees. State statute allows for limited modifications to this area, and a small portion of this area will
be temporarily modified for construction access. It will be fully restored after construction to not alter the
present character of the land. The building has been designed so no part of it will encroach upon the
lands, including below-grade foundations. This project will maximize the site and address the highest
priority needs with space that is versatile: 9,450 SF gym/court space that includes one court and two
cross courts, 1,450 SF strength and conditioning space, and 7,100 SF for auxiliary spaces such as a film
room, hall of history, fueling station, athlete lounges, mechanical room, and other support services for the
UWM Panthers Men’s and Women’s basketball teams on site.
This project’s budget is estimated at $8,100,000 with $7,000,000 funded from student segregated fees
and the remaining from gifts. Construction is estimated to commence in June of 2021 with substantial
completion by July 2022.
The purpose of the Draft EIA is to identify the potential impacts of the Klotsche Center Annex Addition
project on the physical, biological, social, and economic environments. The Draft EIA describing these
potential impacts is being made available to the public and to appropriate federal, state, and local
agencies for a 15-day minimum review period, which begins December 29th, 2020, and concludes
January 13th, 2021. Copies of the document will be available for review at the UW-Milwaukee Golda Meir
Library and Milwaukee Central Library, or on the following project website:
http://ayresprojectinfo.com/Klotsche%20Center%20Annex%20Addition/default.html
If you are interested in this project or have any information relevant to it, we welcome your comments,
suggestions, or other input. For consideration in the Final EIA, please submit your comments at the
meeting or in writing by January 13th, 2021. Comment forms are available via the project website
Comments in writing can be sent to:
Ben Peotter, PE
Ayres Associates
5201 E. Terrace Drive, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53718
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com

Meeting Minutes
Meeting Location: Zoom
Re: Draft

Environmental Impact Assessment Public Meeting – Klotsche Center Annex Addition

Date/Time:

January 13, 2021 - 5:00PM

Project No.:

51-0474.00

Notes By:
Attendees:

Ben Peotter and Emily Thompson – Ayres Associates
David Hoffman – Wisconsin DOA DFDM
Maura Donnelly – UW System Capital Planning & Budget Senior Architect & Planner
Tamara Haberman – UWM Campus Planning and Management Facilities Architect

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 PM local time. Emily Thompson (Ayres Associates) facilitated the
meeting using a PowerPoint presentation. See attached meeting sign-in sheet (Attachment A) and
PowerPoint Presentation (Attachment B) used to facilitate the meeting.
Draft EIA Comments
5:20PM: Steve Duback – Any consideration given for exterior design to fit more suitably with Downer
college building, more so than the Klotsche Center.
Maura Donnelly – Overall master plan establishes architectural guideline for districts. Building
took queue to existing Klotsche center. Also, discourage buildings from having Historic elements to them,
which trying to mimic look a little cartoonish. Keeping coloring and building materials similar to the existing
Klotsche vs trying to match punched windows or other historic features.
Steve Duback – that satisfied his question.
End of DEIA meeting: 530PM.

Page 1 of 3
608.443.1200 | 5201 E. Terrace Drive, Suite 200 | Madison, WI 53718
www.AyresAssociates.com
Project: 00-0000.00 File: i:\51\md\eia - uw-milwaukee klotsche center #19h1b\02-site meetings\01-deia meeting\meeting minutes\klotsche deia
meeting minutes.docx

Attachment A
Meeting Sign-in Sheet

PUBLIC MEETING
Draft Environmental Impact Assessment
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
DFDM Project # 19H1B
Location: Zoom; https://zoom.us/j/95148756482?pwd=RVdFcjZ5MTV4cW5GQ2dPR3FxNUU0dz09
Date: Wednesday January 13, 2021
Time: 5:00 pm CST
Printed Name

Organization

Ben Peotter

Ayres Associates

Emily Thompson

Ayres Associates

Tamara Haberman

UWM

Karen Wolfert

UWM

Maura Donnelly

UW System

Kevin Allebach

HGA

Carli Cole

HGA

Cathy Rossi

UWM

Dan
David Hoffman

DFDM DOA

Alyssa Conrardy

UWM Neighborhood Relations

Steve Duback

Resident of East Side

Geoff Hurtado

Campus Planning UWM

Melissa Spadanuda

UWM

Phone

E-mail

Attachment B
PowerPoint Presentation
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University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Draft Environmental Impact Assessment
Public Meeting
January 13, 2020
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EIA Team Members

Introduction
• Attendance sheet, written comment sheets
• Public Notice in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and
UWM Report campus news website on Tuesday,
December 29, 2020
• DEIA report and public notice posted on Ayres project
website
• Draft EIA public meeting will be recorded and minutes
developed
• EIA Team Members and Design Team
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•

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
– Tamara Haberman – Facilities Architect
University of Wisconsin System Administration
– Maura Donnelly – Senior Architect & Planner and UW System Preservation
Officer
• State of Wisconsin, DOA, DFDM
– David Hoffman – Project Manager
• EIA Consultant - Ayres Associates
– Ben Peotter, PE – Project Manager
– Emily Thompson – Primary Author
A/E Design Team
• HGA
– Carli Cole, Project Manager, Associate Vice President
•
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Draft EIA Meeting Purpose
• Describe Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act (WEPA)
and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Process
• Describe proposed project, alternatives, and schedule
• Discuss the potential project impacts
• Obtain and share comments from the DEIA meeting with
design team for consideration in design process
• Incorporate appropriate comments and design team
input into Final EIA
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View of Parking Lot #15 (project site), looking west towards
the existing Klotsche Center

View of Parking Lot #15 looking southeast towards Sabin Hall
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View of Parking Lot #15 looking southwest

View of Parking Lot #15 looking north
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Meeting Agenda
Introduction
WEPA Process
Project Description/Alternatives/Schedule
Potential Impacts
DEIA Comment Period
Closing Comments

Site Logistics Plan
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Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act (WEPA) Process
• WEPA – 1971 and UWSA Resolution 1981/1999
• Purpose – Evaluate environmental effects of project
• Major steps in process:
– UWSA/Campus determine need for EIA (Type II Action)
– Scoping Letter with comment period
(December 7, 2020 – December 17, 2020)
– Prepare Draft EIA report
– Draft EIA submittal with 15-day comment period
(December 29, 2020 to January 13, 2021)
– Draft EIA public meeting (Tonight)
– Prepare Final EIA report with Determination

Scoping Period Comments
• Two comments were received during the scoping
process. These included the following:
– Question on parking loss, impact to neighborhood on-street
parking
– Concern with impacts and legal limitations of Downer
Woods Recreational Area, construction access, tree health
maintenance during construction, and building appearance
to be conducive with other buildings in this area of campus
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Draft EIA available at:
•
•
•
•
•
•

• UW-Milwaukee Golda Meir Library
• Milwaukee Public Library: Central Library
• Download from website:
http://ayresprojectinfo.com/Klotsche%20Center%20Annex
%20Addition/default.html
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Project Need

General Project Description

• The Klotsche Center serves as the primary place for
indoor recreation at UWM

• Construct an approximate 18,000 square foot annex to the
Klotsche Center on top of Parking Lot #15

• A 2018 feasibility study identified a space deficit of
106,700 assignable square feet (ASF)

• The project will maximize the site and address the highest
priority needs such as strength and conditioning,
gym/court space, and auxiliary spaces such as a film
room, athlete lounge, and hall of history

• A growing campus must meet the demands of its
students
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– Physically connected to existing Klotsche Center via overhead
bridge
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Alternatives Considered
• No Action/Defer Project Request
– Does not meet the needs of the campus and would
compromise the level of service UWM is providing
their users
• Other Design Alternatives
– Various alternative plans were evaluated
– The project presented in this document is considered
to be the most efficient, practical, and economically
justifiable to meet present and future needs.

Proposed Project Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
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BOR Approval – January 2021
SBC Approval – February 2021
Bid Date – June 2021
Start Construction – July 2021
Substantial Completion – October 2022
Occupancy – September 2022
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Aerial View of Project Site Plan (looking northeast)

Existing Site Plan
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•
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•

Ground View of Project Site Plan (looking
northeast)
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Potential Impacts – Physical

Potential Impacts – Physical (continued)

• Parking Lot #15 will be replaced with new Klotsche
addition
• Short-term increase in dust emissions and noise during
construction
• No significant long-term air quality impacts.

25

• To prevent erosion impacts during construction, storm
water controls such as silt fencing, erosion mats, and
inlet protection will be utilized.
• Impervious surfaces are anticipated to be similar to the
existing surfaces
• Significant long-term noise impacts are not anticipated.
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Potential Impacts – Biological

Potential Impacts – Biological cont.

• Long-term adverse biological impacts are not
anticipated.
• No threatened, endangered, or special concern species
are anticipated to be impacted
• Two ash trees on the north side of the site are nearing
their end of life and may be removed regardless of the
project.
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• Trees will be protected during construction by
surrounding them with snow fencing around the drip line
to keep contractors away
• The preliminary landscape plan includes deciduous
shrubs, ornamental grasses, and herbaceous perennials
typical of Wisconsin habitat
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Potential Impacts – Social/Cultural

Potential Impacts – Economic

• Short-term adverse impacts to nearby students,
pedestrians, and staff due to construction traffic, noise,
dust, and vibrations.
• Permanent loss of 28 paid or reserved spots from Parking
Lot #15

• Positive short-term impact to the local retail during the
construction phase
• Short-term increase in employment and expenditures.
• No anticipated changes to student fees.
• Total budget enumerated is $8,100,000

– Parking structure underneath the current Klotsche Center has 636
spaces, is currently underutilized, and should therefore be able to
absorb the lost spaces from Lot #15
– Not anticipated for parking to spillover into adjoining neighborhood

– $1,100,000 from Gifts and Grants
– $7,000,000 from Program Revenue Supported Borrowing

• Long-term benefit of increased space and capabilities at
Klotsche Center
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Potential Impacts – Historical/Archaeological

Potential Impacts – Historical/Archaeological cont.

• No archaeological sites within the project site
• Project site adjoins Downer Woods, listed on the Wisconsin
Architecture and History Inventory (AHI) and Archaeological Site
Inventory (ASI)

• State statute allows for limited modifications to the
Downer Woods area, and a small portion of this area will
be temporarily modified for construction access. It will be
fully restored to the same or better than existing
conditions after construction to not alter the present
character of the land. The building has been designed so
no part of it will encroach upon the lands, including
below-grade foundations.

– Lithic scatter has been found in several areas of the woods. None of
these areas were near Klotsche Center or Parking Lot #15

• Several properties on UWM campus and surrounding neighborhood
are historic resources listed under the AHI. Of these properties, one
is listed under the National Register (Thomas A. Greene Museum)
and two others are listed as potentially eligible.
• These sites are not anticipated to be impacted by project
construction
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Potential Impacts – Parking and Transportation
• Short-term impact to traffic patterns - potential for
slowdowns and congestion due to construction traffic
• Short-term impacts to pedestrian and traffic due to
construction vehicles entering and leaving the project
site
• Long-term Adverse Impacts to Parking

Potential Impacts – Utilities and Energy
• Short-term commitment of energy resources to demolish
Parking Lot #15 and construct Klotsche Annex
• Long-term increase in energy demands from new
building addition

– The loss of Parking Lot #15 (28 spaces, reserved or metered)
– As previously mentioned, the parking structure underneath the
current Klotsche Center can be able to absorb these lost spaces
during non-event times
– Not anticipated to change on-street parking issues
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Northwest
Quadrant
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DFDM
Project
# #19H1B
17B10-02
DFDM
Project
Draft
Draft EIA
EIA Public
Public Meeting
Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
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DFDM
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# #19H1B
17B10-02
DFDM
Project
Draft
Draft EIA
EIA Public
Public Meeting
Meeting
DEIA Comment Period

Meeting Agenda
Introduction
WEPA Process
Project Description/Alternatives/Schedule
Potential Impacts
DEIA Comment Period
Closing Comments

• Solicit public input to identify potential issues and
concerns specific to the proposed project
• Distribute comments to design team for consideration
in design process
• Incorporate comments and design team
considerations into the Final EIA document
• Comments received
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Northwest
Quadrant
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Klotsche
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DFDM
Project
# #19H1B
17B10-02
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Project
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Public
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Draft EIA Public Meeting

Northwest
Quadrant
A Demolition
Klotsche
CenterBuilding
Annex Addition
DFDM
Project
# #19H1B
17B10-02
DFDM
Project
Draft
EIA
Public
Meeting
Draft EIA Public Meeting

DEIA Comment Period (cont’d)

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Open for Comments (Oral/Written)
– Please state name, entity representing, and comment
– Speak clearly
– Turn in written comment sheets to Ben Peotter at
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com or 5201 E. Terrace
Drive, Suite 200, Madison, WI 53718
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Meeting Agenda
Introduction
WEPA Process
Project Description/Alternatives/Schedule
Potential Impacts
DEIA Comment Period
Closing Comments
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Quadrant
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DFDM
Project
# #19H1B
17B10-02
DFDM
Project
Draft
EIA
Public
Meeting
Draft EIA Public Meeting

Closing Comments
• Draft EIA Phase
– 15-day comment period closes:

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!

January 13, 2021

• Final EIA Phase
– Release:

For further information contact:
Ben Peotter, PE
PeotterB@AyresAssociates.com
608.443.1200

Late January 2021

• Draft EIA Availability
– UW-Milwaukee Golda Meir Library
– Milwaukee Public Library: Central Library
– Download from website:
http://ayresprojectinfo.com/Klotsche%20Center%20Annex%20Addition/default.html
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Appendix C
Site Maps and Additional Site Information

Proposed Project
Location

Fish Hatchery Rd.

W. Olin Ave.

Spruce St.

Appleton Rd.

Pine St.

Source: https://apps.uwm.edu/map/locations/1960A

Figure 1
Campus Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Proposed Project Location

Fish Hatchery Rd.

W. Olin Ave.

Spruce St.

Appleton Rd.

Pine St.

Source: Google Earth Pro, 2020

Figure 2
Aerial Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Fish Hatchery
Rd.

W. Olin
Ave.
Spruce St.

Appleton
Rd.
Pine St.

Source: NRCS Soil Survey

Figure 3
Soil Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Fish Hatchery Rd.

W. Olin Ave.
Proposed Project Location

Spruce St.

Appleton Rd.

Pine St.

Source: https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/SurfaceWater/swdv

Figure 4
Surface Water Data Viewer
Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Proposed Project Location

W. Olin Ave.

Source: https://www.arcgis.com

Figure 5
Topographic Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Fish Hatchery Rd.

W. Olin Ave.

Proposed Project
Spruce
Location

St.

Appleton Rd.

Pine St.

Source: https://hazards-fema.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=8b0adb51996444d4879338b5529aa9cd

Figure 6
FIRMette Map

Environmental Impact Assessment
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
DFDM Project # 19H1B

Appendix D
Site Photographs

Site Photographs
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition DFDM #19H1B
Environmental Impact Assessment

Photo 1: View of Parking Lot #15, home of future Klotsche Center
Annex, looking west towards the existing Klotsche Center.

Photo 3: View of Parking Lot #15 looking east.

Photo 2: View of Parking Lot #15 looking southeast towards the
Anthropology Building.

Photo 4: View of Parking Lot #15 looking north.

Site Photographs
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition DFDM #19H1B
Environmental Impact Assessment

Photo 5: View of Parking Lot #15, looking southwest.

Photo 7: Two monitoring wells nests in Downer Woods area, east of
Parking Lot #15.

Photo 6: Portion of Downer Woods, looking northwest, with Parking Lot
#15 on west side of woods.

Photo 8: Drain in Parking Lot #15.

Appendix E
Future Site Plans

Author
12/15/2020 12:17:06 PM

BIM 360://Klotsche Center Annex Addition/A20-UWM Klotsche Center Addition-1190030000.rvt
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Appendix F
Endangered Resources Review Request

Endangered Resources Review Request

State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
Bureau of Natural Heritage Conservation
Attn: Endangered Resources Review Program
PO Box 7921, Madison WI 53707-7921
dnr.wi.gov

Form 1700-047 (R 12/17)

Page 1 of 2

Notice: Pursuant to s. 23.27(3)(b), Wis. Stats., this form must be completed and submitted to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) to
request an Endangered Resources (ER) Review of proposed development, management, planning or similar type of project. An ER Review
provides the requester with information from Wisconsin’s Natural Heritage Inventory (NHI) database and other sources on rare plants and
animals, high quality natural communities, and other endangered resources that may be impacted by the proposed project. The ER Review will
also include specific recommendations and requirements to help projects comply with Wisconsin's Endangered Species Law (s. 29.604, Wis.
Stats.) and other laws and regulations protecting endangered resources. Personal information collected will be used for administrative purposes
and may be provided to requesters to the extent required by Wisconsin's Open Records Law (ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. Stats.).

Instructions: The following materials are required to process this request. Submit all materials by mail to the address above or
email (DNRERReview@wisconsin.gov). Do not include payment with this form.
Completed, signed form
Map(s) delineating the project area, preferably an aerial photo
Submission of the following materials are strongly encouraged and will facilitate review of your project:
 NHI Public Portal Preliminary Assessment Printout
Photographs that clearly show the project area, including natural features and vegetation present on site
Additional relevant information and reports (e.g., detailed project and habitat descriptions, wetland delineation, and site
plans)
Section 1: Requester Information (ER Review, correspondence and invoice will be sent to this person)
Name
Organization
Mailing Address

City

State ZIP Code

Telephone Number

Email Address

Section 2: Landowner Information (if different than Section 1)
Name

Organization

Mailing Address

City

Telephone Number

Email Address

Section 3: Project Information
Project Name

Project Address (if applicable)

State ZIP Code

Project Types:
Residential

Commercial

NRCS

Other:

Industrial

Utility/Energy

PSC Approval (Utility/Energy only)
Yes

No

DOT or FHWA Administered

Unknown

Start Date (on-site disturbance)

Transportation (roads, railroads, trails, harbors, airports)

Yes

End Date (on-site disturbance)
City

Town

Village of:

No

Unknown

Land Types (Select all that apply)
Private

Milwaukee

Unknown

Federal Land, Funding or Permit
Yes

County

No

Public (e.g. road ROWs, schools,

Additional Comments on TRS Location
Township

Range

Direction

N

E
W

N

E
W

Section

(attach additional information if necessary)

city/county land, etc.)

Endangered Resources Review Request
Form 1700-047 (R 12/17)

Page 2 of 2

Section 3: Project Information, continued
Provide a detailed description of the proposed project and associated disturbance, including acres to be disturbed. Attach additional
pages as needed.

Provide a detailed description of the habitat types and current land use within the limits of the project area (e.g., 50% in active
agriculture-currently corn, 20% floodplain forest, 15% industrial area, 10% hardwood swamp dominated by black ash, 5% fallow field in active agriculture until one year ago). Attach additional pages as needed.

95% asphalt/concrete, 5% manicured grass with a few trees

List all wetlands and waterbodies (e.g., rivers, intermittent streams, lakes, marshes) within or adjacent to the project area. List any
known or suspected impacts of the proposed project to these wetlands and waterbodies. Indicate the location(s) of any point source
discharge(s) into wetlands or waterbodies.

List any reports or correspondence concerning endangered resources or habitat that may be impacted by the proposed project (e.g.,
wetland delineation, endangered resources reviews, habitat assessments, and rare species surveys). Attach copies if available.

Section 4: Related Permits, Licenses or Regulatory Approvals (DNR or other state/federal agency)
Permit, License or Approval
Permitting Agency Contact Person

Status
will be applying for
have applied for
have received
will be applying for
have applied for
have received

Section 5: Terms and Conditions
The requested ER Review may contain NHI data and information (including specific locations of endangered resources) which are
considered sensitive and are not subject to Wisconsin's Open Records Law (per s. 23.27, Wis. Stats.). The information contained in the
ER Review is solely for planning and implementation of the proposed project. As such, the information contained in the ER Review shall
only be shared with individuals who need this information to carry out specific roles in the planning, permitting, and implementation of
the proposed project. The requester must agree to not reproduce or disseminate the ER Review or the specific locations of endangered
resources contained in the ER Review to any other parties or individuals without prior written permission from the DNR Bureau of
Natural Heritage Conservation. (Contact the Endangered Resources Review Program at 608-267-0862 if you have any questions about
sharing information contained in the ER Review.)
Section 6: Certification by Requester
I agree to pay, within 30 days of receipt of an invoice, the $75/hour fee charged by the Department per s. NR 29.04(1), Wis. Adm.
Code, for this ER review. I am the owner, authorized representative of the owner, or utility representative of the property for which I am
requesting an Endangered Resources (ER) Review. I accept the terms and conditions outlined in Section 5 (above). To the best of my
knowledge, the information I have provided is complete and accurate.

11/20/2020
Signature of Requester

Date Signed

Printed Name

Endangered Resources Preliminary Assessment
Created on 11/20/2020. This report is good for one year after the created date.
DNR staff will be reviewing the ER Preliminary Assessments to verify the results provided by the Public Portal. ER Preliminary Assessments are only
valid if the project habitat and waterway-related questions are answered accurately based on current site conditions. If an assessment is deemed
invalid, a full ER review may be required even if the assessment indicated otherwise.
Results
A search was conducted of the NHI Portal within a 1-mile buffer (for terrestrial and wetland species) and a 2-mile buffer (for aquatic species) of the
project area. Based on these search results, below are your follow-up actions.
Further actions are strongly recommended. One or more of the following situations apply and the species or record overlaps the project site:
The species recorded are special concern.
The records are from natural communities or other natural features.
The species recorded are threatened or endangered plants, but are not protected due to the project occurring on private land or due to another
type of exemption (i.e. agriculture, utility, etc.).
You are strongly encouraged to request a full ER Review, although it is not required. If an Endangered Resources Review is requested for this
project, it would provide recommended (voluntary) actions that could be taken during the course of the project. The preliminary assessment can be
submitted with DNR permit applications and requests to demonstrate compliance with the Endangered Resources Review Process.
A copy of this document can be kept on file and submitted with any other necessary DNR permit applications to show that the need for an ER Review
has been met. This notice only addresses endangered resources issues. This notice does not constitute DNR authorization of the proposed project
and does not exempt the project from securing necessary permits and approvals from the DNR and/or other permitting authorities.
Project Information
Landowner name

UW-Milwaukee

Project address

3409 North Downer Avenue, Milwaukee, WI

Project description

Replace the existing Parking Lot #15 with an approximate 18,000 square foot annex for the Klotsche Center.

Project Questions
Does the project involve a public property?

No

Is there any federal involvement with the project?

No

Is the project a utility, agricultural, forestry or bulk sampling (associated with mining) project?

No

Is the project property in Managed Forest Law or Managed Forest Tax Law?

No

Project involves tree removal?

Yes

Is project near (within 300 ft) a waterbody or a shoreline?

No

Is project within a waterbody or along the shoreline?

No

Does the project area (including access routes, staging areas, laydown yards, select sites, source/fill sites, etc.) occur entirely within one or more of
the following habitats?

Public Portal ID: Qn8g43KQD
11/20/2020, 1:04:24 PM

1 of 3

Urban/residential

Yes

Manicured lawn

Yes

Artificial/paved surface

Yes

Agricultural land

No

Areas covered in crushed stone or gravel

No

Public Portal ID: Qn8g43KQD
11/20/2020, 1:04:24 PM

2 of 3

Project Area Maps

The information shown on these maps has been obtained from various sources, and is of varying age, reliability and resolution. These maps are not intended to be used for
navigation, nor are these maps an authoritative source of information about legal land ownership or public access. Users of these maps should confirm the ownership of land
through other means in order to avoid trespassing. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding accuracy, applicability for a particular use, completeness, or legality of
the information depicted on this map. For more information, see the DNR Legal Notices web page: http://dnr.wi.gov/legal/.

https://dnrx.wisconsin.gov/nhiportal/public
101 S. Webster Street . PO Box 7921 . Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7921

Public Portal ID: Qn8g43KQD
11/20/2020, 1:04:24 PM

3 of 3

Proposed Project
Building Extents

Existing Klotsche Center

Site Photographs
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Klotsche Center Annex Addition DFDM# 19H1B
Environmental Impact Assessment

Photo 1: View of Parking Lot #15, home of future Klotsche Center
Annex, looking north.

Photo 3: View of Parking Lot # 15 looking northwest.
Source: Google Maps

Photo 2: View of Parking Lot # 15 looking west towards the Klotsche
Center.

Photo 4: Aerial view of Parking Lot # 15.

Endangered Resources (ER) Review Verification

State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
Bureau of Natural Heritage Conservation
Endangered Resources Review Program
PO Box 7921, Madison WI 53707-7921
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/ERReview/
DNRERReview@wisconsin.gov

Broad Incidental Take Permit/Authorization
for No/Low Impact Activities
Form 1700-079 (R 1/20)

Notice: This form is authorized by s. 29.604, Wis. Stats. This completed signed form, once submitted to DNRERReview@wi.gov using
the Submit by Email button at the bottom of the form, fulfills the requirement of an Endangered Resources Review and should be
attached to other permits requiring an ER Review to show that Endangered Resources requirements have been met. Personal
information collected on this form will be used for administrative purposes and may be provided to requesters to the extent required by
Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. Stats.].

Instructions: Complete this form if your project is covered under the Broad Incidental Take Permit/Authorization
for No/Low Impact Activities and therefore does not require an Endangered Resources Review.
Section 1: Applicant and Project Information
Requester Name

Organization or Agency Name

Emily Thompson

Ayres Associates

Project Name

County

Klotsche Center Annex Addition EIA
Telephone Number

(608) 441-3599

Milwaukee

Township Range

07 N

22

E
W

Section

10

Email Address

ThompsonE@AyresAssociates.com

Project Description

Construct an approx. 18,000 sq. ft. annex to the Klotsche/Pavillion Center. The new addition will be constructed on the
existing Parking Lot #15.

Indicate who you are completing this form as:
DNR Staff
Certified Reviewer
Other:

Section 2: Broad Incidental Take Permit/Authorization Coverage Information
How is your project covered under the Broad Incidental Take Permit/Authorization for No/Low Impact Activities?
It is included in the list of activities in Table 1 – No/Low Impact Table for All Species at All Times of the Year.
It is included in the list of activities in Table 2 – No/Low Impact Table by Taxa Group for DNR Staff and ER Certified Reviewers
Only and the Taxa groups for the species of concern are covered.
It is included in the list of activities in Table 2 – No/Low Impact Table by Taxa Group for DNR Staff ER Certified Reviewers Only
and the species of concern are covered by the Avoidance Measures document.
Activity Number(s)

2-A1: Any activity performed in urban/residential areas, manicured lawn or other artificial/paved surface
Section 3: Applicant Certification
By my signature below, I certify that to the best of my knowledge, the information stated above is complete and accurate.
NOTE: If submitting this verification electronically, please type your name on the signature line. Your typed name, along with the
email message generated from electronic submittal of this form, will be used as an electronic signature which is the legal
equivalent to an actual signature.

Angela White
Signature

11/24/2020
Date Signed

Angela White
Requester/Submitter Name (please print)

Appendix G
Environmental Database Search Data

BRRTS RR Sites Map

Legend
Open Site
Closed Site
Continuing Obligations Apply

Proposed Project
Location

0.1

0

0.06

NAD_1983_HARN_Wisconsin_TM

1: 3,960

0.1 Miles

Facility-wide Site

Notes
DISCLAIMER: The information shown on these maps has been obtained from various sources,
and are of varying age, reliability and resolution. These maps are not intended to be used for
navigation, nor are these maps an authoritative source of information about legal land
ownership or public access. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made aregarding accuracy,
applicability for a particular use, completemenss, or legality of the information depicted on this
map. For more information, see the DNR Legal Notices web page: http://dnr.wi.gov/org/legal/

Note: Not all sites are mapped.

Klotsche Center Annex Addition

! Northern EnvironmentafM

12075 North Corporate Parkway, Suite 210
Mequon, WI 53092
(262) 241-3133
(800) 776-7140
Fax (262) 241-8222
www.northemenvlronmental.com

Hydrologists. Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

August 12, 2004
(DOA 01-2201-2658)

Mr. James D. McMillan, P.E.
Wisconsin Department of Administration
Division of Facilities Development
101 East Wilson Street, Seventh Floor
Post Office Box 7866
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7866
RE:

Underground Storage Tank Closure Assessment; University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee,
Klotsche Center Addition, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Dear Mr. McMillan:
Northern Environmental Technologies, Incorporated (Northern Environmental) completed an
underground storage tank (UST) closure assessment for the Wisconsin Department of Administration
-Division of Facilities Development. On January 6, 2004, a 2000-gallon fiberglass unleaded
gasoline UST was removed near the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee (UWM) Klotsche Center
addition (formerly known as the UWM Building and Grounds Department- Northwoods site)
(Figure 1). The UST closure assessment conforms to Chapter COMM 10, Wisconsin Administrative
Code and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) site assessment guidelines
(WDNR, 1993). This report has been distributed to you, UWM environmental health, safety, and risk
management (EHSRM) director, John Krezoski (3209 North Maryland Avenue, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53211), the WDNR program assistant, and the city of Milwaukee building inspector (Tim
Temperly, 841 North Broadway, Room 1016, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202). Based upon the data
collected during the closure assessment, the subject UST system did not release significant volumes
of stored product to the environment.
Specific information regarding the site, UST system, UST removal, and closure assessment is
tabulated and/or attached. Information about the UST system that was obtained from the Wisconsin
Department of Workforce Development (COMM, 2004), the tank owner (EHSRM, 2004), and/or the
tank removal contractor (Olson, 2004) is listed in Tables 1 and 2. The UST and relevant site history
are discussed in the attachments. The UST system layout is illustrated in Figure 2. Four soil samples
were collected at the locations illustrated in Figure 2 in accordance with the WDNR guidance
(WDNR, 1993). Field screening results did not indicate that released petroleum is present in the soil
samples. Four soil samples were laboratory analyzed for gasoline range organics (GRO) to confirm
the field screening results. No detectable concentrations of GRO were detected in the soil samples.
Field screening and laboratory results are summarized in Table 3. Copies of laboratory reports and
chain-of-custody forms are attached.

1

The findings and results of the UST closure assessment are based upon interpretation of the
information available to Northern Environmental given the time and budget constraints of this
project. Northern Environmental does not warrant that this report represents an exhaustive study of
all possible environmental concerns at the property. The items investigated as part of this study
represent likely sources of environmental concern associated with the described UST system and are
consequently believed to adequately address the needs ofthe client at the present time.
We trust this information meets your needs. Please call us ifyou have any questions.
Sincerely,
Northern Environmental
Technologies,

Project Manager
CTB/lmh
Attachments
c:

John Krezoski, UWM, Environmental Health, Safety and Risk Management Director
Program Assistant, WDNR Southeast Region
Timothy Temperly, City of Milwaukee Building Inspector

·o 2004 Northern Environmental Technologies, Inc

REFERENCES
Olson, Mike- Tank Removal Contractor (Advanced Tank Service), correspondence With Craig T. Babula
(Northern Environmental Technologies, Incorporated), January, 2004.
United States Geological Survey, 7.5 Minute Quadrangle Topographic Map, Milwaukee Wisconsin, 1971.
University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, Environmental Health, Safety, and Risk Management, correspondence
with Craig T. Babula (Northern Environmental Technologies, Incorporated), January, 2004.
Wisconsin Department of Commerce, "Flammable and Combustible Liquids," Wisconsin Administrative
Code, Chapter COMM 10, October 1996.
Wisconsin Department of Commerce (COMM), DWD On-Line Storage Tank Data Base, January 15,2004.
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, "Site Assessments for Underground Storage Tanks Technical
Guidance," June 1993.
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Table 1 Summary of Underground Storage Tank (UST) System Information
Registration
Number

UST
Construction

Volume
(gallons)

Contents

Status

Date
Installed

Type of
Delivery System

Piping
Construction

Location of
Check Valves

300622

Fiberglass

2000

Unleaded gasoline

Removed

08/25/82

Suction piping

Fiberglass

At pump and
inspectable

UST
Condition

Piping
Condition

Piping Joint
Integrity

Dispenser
Condition

Apparent
Releases

Good

Good

Good

Good

No

Odor

Soil
Description

Soil Type
(USCS)

None
None
None
None

Silty clay
Silty clay
Silty clay
Silty clay

CL-ML
CL-ML
CL-ML
CL-ML

Table z

Table 3 Summary of Soil Sample Field Screening and Laboratory Analysis
Sample
Number

Location

Depth
(feet below grade)

Date
Collected

Time
Screened

S1
S2
S3
S4

Below piping
North end ofUST
South end ofUST
Below dispenser

5.5
12
12
4

01/06/04
01106/04
01/06/04
01/06/04

1055
1248
1250
1300

PID
Response
(iui)
0
10
10
7

Laboratory Analytical
Results (mglkg)
Gasoline Range Organics
<10
<10
<10
<10

Note:
PID

= photoionization detector

iui

= instrument units as isbobutylene

uses

= Unifed Soil Classification System

mg/kg

=

milligrams per kilogram

August 12, 2004

! Northern EnvironmentafM
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ATTACHMENT A
SITE ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
AND TANK/WASTE DISPOSAL DOCUMENTATION

! Northern Environmenta/SM
Hydrologists • Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

UST Clean Closure - UW -Milwaukee Klotsche Center Addition

August 12, 2004

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Site Address
UW- Milwaukee Northwoods
2501 East Edgewood
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211

Site Legal Description
NE Y!, SW Y!, Section _l.Q_, Township __lli_, Range 22E
County Milwaukee
UST System and Site Owner
UW - Milwaukee Environmental, Health, Safety, and Risk Management
3209 North Maryland Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
(414) 229-6339

Name:
Address:
Telephone Number:

Past and Present Property/Site Use
UW- Milwaukee Grounds Department

Has the Current System Ever Been Lined or Repaired?
Yes

X

No

Unknown

Information Source/Comment: Tank removal contractor (Advanced tank) stated that piping was likely upgraded
from bare steel to fiberglass
Are Other USTs or LUSTs Present on Adjacent Properties?
No_K._

Yes - - -

Unknown

Describe: Per discussion with John Krezoski, UW- Milwaukee Environmental Health, Safety, and Risk
Management Director

TANK EXCAVATION AND REMOVAL
UST Closed By
Removal

X

Date of Closure
January 6, 2004

Abandonment In-Place _ __

!. Northern EnvironmentafM
Hydrologists. Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

UST Clean Closure- UW-Milwaukee Klotsche Center Addition

August 12, 2004

Site Assessor
Company Name:
Company Address:
Telephone Number:
Certified Individual:
Certification Number:

Northern Environmental Technologies, Incorporated
12075 North Corporate Parkway, Suite 210
Mequon, Wisconsin 53091
(262) 241-3133
Craig T. Bobula
243863

UST Removal Contractor
Company Name:
Company Address:
Telephone Number:
Certified Individual:
Certification Number:

Advanced Tank Service
1802 Galloway Street
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54 703
(715) 831-8484
Mike Olson
41335

Excavator Contractor (If same, state once)
Company Name:
Company Address:
Telephone Number:

Salvage Specialists, Inc
8330 Raynor Avenue
Franksville, Wisconsin 53126
(414) 425-1312

Descriptions of the tank system removed from the site are provided in Tables 1 and 2.

TANK CLEANING AND DISPOSAL DOCUMENTATION
Location of Cleaning
On-Site _.:_X~--

Off-Site _ _

Other _ __

Method Used to Clean the Tank
Loaded on truck and crushed for transport

Final Disposal (Attach Disposal Documentation)
Recycled _ _ __

Scrapped _ _ _ __

Contractor Cleaning and Dismantling Tank
Company N arne:
Company Address:
Telephone Number:

Advanced Tank Service
1802 Galloway Street
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54703
(715) 831-8484

Disposed --~X"'----

! Northern EnvironmentafM
Hydrologists •Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

UST Clean Closure- UW-Milwaukee Klotsche Center Addition

August 12, 2004

Contractor Transporting Tank
Company Name:
Company Address:
Telephone Number:

Salvage Specialists, Inc
8330 Raynor Avenue
Franksville, Wisconsin 53126
(414) 425-1312

Contractor Disposing of Tank
Company Name:
Waste Management Metro Landfill
Company Address: 10712 South 124 1h Street
Franklin, Wisconsin 53132
Telephone Number: ....l,(_!..41~4!_/_)~5.!:::!-29"--"""'"6""""'18~0~----------

SURPLUS PRODUCT AND TANK SLUDGE MANAGEMENT
45

gallons of unleaded gasoline was pumped and used by Salvage Specialists, Inc.

One 55-gallon drum of sludge was disposed/recycled at Onyx Environmental Services, LLC, W124 N9451
Boundary Road, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051. (Copies of disposal documents are included in
Attachment A)

Contractor Storing Liquids/Sludges
Company Name:
__,UW='--!..!~Mo.:.=il"""w_,_,a=u=k~ee"'---------Company Address: 2501 East Edgewood Drive
Telephone Number: __~,(__,_4=-14'--.J.)--=2=2~9-_,6=3=39"--------------

Contractor Transporting Liquids/Sludges
Company Name:
Onyx Environmental Services, LLC
Company Address: W124 N9451 Boundary Road
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
Telephone Number: __~,(.-"'-87-'-'3"-.J.)--"8'-'4-'-7-_,_7-"-1-"'-1=-1_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Copies of waste characterization data and Hazardous Waste Manifests are attached.

Contractor Disposing or Recvcling Liquids/Sludges
Company Name:
Onyx Environmental Services, LLC
Company Address: W124 N9451 Boundary Road
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
Telephone Number: __~,(=26=2"-.L)-=2=5.:::...5-_,6=6=55"-----------

! Northern EnvironmentarM
Hydrologists. Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

UST Clean Closure- UW -Milwaukee Klotsche Center Addition

August 12, 2004

WEATHER, SOIL, AND GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS
Weather Conditions
Temperature: ~
Precipitation: none
Wind: West, 15 mph
Surface Conditions
Material UST area overlain by _.gr~a=-v!...!e::.!!l/_,s=oi=l-=an=d=sn=o"'-w'-'------------------Is the area around the fill pipe, pump, etc. visibly stained? If yes, describe --"'N"""'"'o"--------Is stressed or dead vegetation evident? ---"-'sn""o"-'w_,_--"'c=ov_,_,e"""r=ed,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Are there previously undiscovered or unregistered tanks? If yes, describe -~N'""'o'--------Excavation and Soil
Depth of Tank Excavation:
12 feet below grade
Depth of Piping Excavation: _ ___,5"----- feet below grade
Free Product Present: __NQ_
Oil Sheen on Water in Excavation:

Obvious Odors:

No

Soil Discoloration: ---=-N-'-'o~_

No

Soil Description:
Native: -'S"-=il~-"'cl~a,_,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Backfill: "pea" gravel and gravel
Free Standing Water: _ _-=.N_,_,o~---Type (runoff, perched, groundwater):
N/A
Depth to Water (feet below grade):
N/A
Depth to Groundwater Level
> 12

feet below grade

Local Groundwater Use
City of Milwaukee
Observed Tank system components should be/are described in Tables 1 and 2.

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE OF COPY 6.
~

STATE OF WISCONSIN

Chapter 291, Wis. Stats.
Fonn 4400-66P

Rev.l-99

ALL COPIES MUST BE LEGffiLE,
PLEASE TYPE

State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
Bureau of Waste Management
Box 8094
Madison, WI 53708

I

FOR DNR USE ON'.ILy

Fonn Approved. O.MB No. 2050-0039.

3. Gf.fW"fjf[~lf~-~g Address
P 0. 80'..\. 4 i 3 - Lb.J='HAM :364
Mlt.WAJ,i~EE, lft.1 -5:3?111
4. Generator's Phone
22£~2H63
5. Transporter 1 Company Name
OIJYX EWv1PC1iMEHT.,t:.L $'>.-'C.'S LLC

7. Transporter 2 Company Name
9. Designated Facility Name and Site Address

ON'rX Et-f..,.,RQNMENTAL BfR\tlCHi
W114 N9<t~ 1 B-OtltlC.tJ.P,'( PO.

11. US DOT Description (InclUding Proper 'Shipping Name, Hazard Class, and ID Number}

'

a.
G

~

.

P.O. 'W:A£11.:: fl_p..MMAt.'LE U<'JIJ! l}S, '' '" > . ;:PETR()L.ElJM D ST! LLA TfS, ABS()P.gAJ~

~---3~,_U_N_·1~~--'-3~,l_ll~,~{~~-~-~f~)--------------------------------------------~~~~~~+-~--~~-+--~
b.

E

Rr-------------------------------------------------------------1-~~-r~~_._._._.~---

A

C.

T

~~~------------------------------------------------------------~~~-r~~----_.--~~--

15. Special Handling InStructions and Additional Information
f:M'ERJ:~N(;·v NIJM~.ER-I!>iFOTRAC: Hll:l0-53.f~5(.'5:1

PC:H'l5, .STATE WASH:

16. GENERATOR'S CERTIFICATION: I hereby declare that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately descnbed above by prmper
shipping name and
classified, packed, marked, and labeled, and are in all respects in proper condition for transport by highway according teo :applicable international and national governmental regulations and according to the requirements of the Wisconsin Department· of NaturaH Resources. If I am a large quantity generator, I also certify that I have a program in place to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste generated tm.the
degree I have determined to be economically practicable and I have selected the practicable method of treatment, storage, or diSposal curremtly
available to me which minimizes the present and future threat to human health and the environment;
.are.

OR, if I am a small quantity generator, I have made a good faith effort to minimize my waste generation and
..,
select the best waste management method that is available to me and that I can afford.

.

Printed!I'yped Name & Position-Title

v

~~ "-~

!C.

K-i<~£<-.os.~--'-

· 7?-)

~' ON

·

, ~e~e 0\.S2JW

~

or
1

1c:.~8--J"T\

-

A~+

~-=-L·

*

L:rl

Date
Month

! r=~~~~~~~~~77~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------~M~oo~th~~~~~--
N

~~~~~_l~~~~~~~~~========~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~~~~~~~~

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------~----~~~~---T
Month Day
Ykar
E

R

19. Discrepancy Indication Space
F
A

c~
1

T
y

~--~----------~------------------------~--~--~------~----~--~-----------------------------20. FACILITY OWNER OR OPERATOR: Certification of receipt of hazardous materials covered by this manifest except a;..s_________
noted in Item 19.
·
·
~~~~--~--~~~--~----~---------------r=-----------------------------------Printedfl'yped Name & Position Title
Signature
Month

~p~ Form 8700-22 (Rev. 9-88) Previous editions are obsolete. ·

Emergency 24 Hour Assistance
and Spill Reporting

Copy Distribution:

1 - Generator send to Wis. DNR
2 - Generator retain

COPY. 3 -

3 -Facility send to Wis. DNR
Copies 1 & 3 mail to Wis. DNR at above address.

Date
Day

4 - Facility retain
5 - Facility send to Grenera.
6 - Transporter retaim

i Northern EnvironmentafM
Hydrologists. Engineers •SuNeyors. Scientists

ATTACHMENTB
SOIL SAMPLE FIELD SCREENING
AND PREPARATION METHODS

! Northern Environmenta/SM
Hydrologists. Engineers •Surveyors. Scientists

UST Clean Closure- UW-Milwaukee Klotsche Center Addition

August 12, 2004

SOIL SAMPLE FIELD SCREENING AND PREPARATION METHODS
Soil samples were collected by or under the direction of a Wisconsin Department of Commerce (COMM)certified Northern Environmental Technologies, Incorporated site assessor in conformance with Wisconsin
Department ofNatural Resources (WDNR) guidelines (WDNR, 1993) and Chapter COMM 10, Wisconsin
Administrative Code.
Each sample was split into two representative portions: one for field screening, the other for laboratory
analysis. Field screening consisted of classifying the soil according to the Unified Soil Classification System,
identifying obvious odors and staining, and photoionization detector (PID) headspace analysis. The PID
headspace analysis sample was placed in a sealable 1-quart plastic bag. Care was taken to maintain a relatively
constant soil volume to headspace volume ratio for all samples. The sealed headspace sample was agitated to
break up soil clods before being left in a warm environment for at least 15 minutes to allow time for
volatilization to occur. The PID probe was then carefully inserted into the plastic bag and the highest stable
response occurring in 10 to 20 seconds was recorded as instrument units as isobutylene.
A 13-gram portion of the sample designated for laboratory analysis was immediately transferred into a 40
milliliter glass vial using a plastic syringe for gasoline range organics analysis. The syringe was then filled with
13 grams of soil for dry weight analysis.
Soil samples collected for laboratory analysis were labeled and stored on ice in a cooler where they were
maintained in a chilled condition for possible laboratory analysis. Soil samples selected for laboratory analysis
were transported by courier under chain-of-custody to a WDNR-certified laboratory.

Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Relations, "Flammable and Combustible Liquids,"
Wisconsin Administrative Code, Chapter COMM 10, October 1996.
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, "Site Assessments for Underground Storage Tanks Technical
Guidance," June 1993.

! Northern EnvironmentafM
Hydrologists. Engineers. Surveyors. Scientists

ATTACHMENT C
TANK INVENTORY FORMS
AND CLOSURE CHECKLIST

UNDERGROUND

File#:

Send Completed Form To:

FLAMMABLE/COMBUSTIBLE/HAZARDOUS

DepartmentofCommerce
Bureau of Storage Tank Regulation
R~eg:_O~b:_i#---:_j~~~~Y.?~cft~-, ~LIQUID STORAGE TANK REGISTRATION
P.o. Box7837
Information Required By Section 101.142, Wis. Stats.
Madison, VV1 53707-7837
Underground tanks in \Nisconsin that have stored or currently store petroleum or regulated substances must be registered. A separate
:orm 1s needed for each tank. Send each completed form to the agency designated in the top right corner. Have you previously
·ag1stered this tank by submitting a form?
Yes 0 No If yes. are you correcting/updating information only? ISlJ Yes 0 No
Personalmformation you provide may be used for secondary purposes [Privacy Law, s 15 04 (1 )(m)]
Fire Department providing fire
This registration applies to a tank status that is (check one):
0 In Use
~ Closed -Tank Removed
0 Ownership Change (Indicate coverage where tank is located:
0 Newly Installed
0 Closed - Filled witn Inert Materials
ne.w owner name in block 2) .00 City .0 Village
0 Abandoned with Product
0 Abandon with Water
.
To~~ of:
I.
0 Abandoned without Product (empty)
0 Temporarily Out of Service- Provide Date:
{Vf~/""'4-W~l..,.

L

fZl

0

..

A. IDENTlFICATlON (Please Print)
1. Tank Site Name

d L·-.'

{V\ I I v.- A-'-"
1

~ City

0

lu..L

Village

Site Street Address

0

State

Town of:

Mailing Address

d iJ r'v'Lt w'rrrAu~ r:t-fs'Rf"1

k City

0

D Village

,'\11 · I .,v' :~-~t /( r<

l

')._OCf

State

Town of:

,V

~1 ~f/:l/

A A-

1

(v1. ~~If I Jw!l

. .

( 4.lt/ ) ~2..~-b"!>'3<j

Zip C_pde

;·~ J-ll

~(.,~

Previous site address if different than #1

B. Site ID #:

Facility ID #:

J,-C<)U

Telephone Number

ve.

3 PreVIOUS Site Name

C. Tank Capacity (gallons):

( Cf/t.{ ) ~~· .st>t 'L

Zip Code

v

WSCONSIN

k. ( -e.

I

(\It ' "J A-'-'
2. Tank Owner Name

Site Telephone Number

1. t..-J or-~ c.P

-?-So { .f. f),

Tank Age (age or date installed):

D. LAND OWNER TYPE (check one) Refer to back
~ Cv1..nty Q State 0 Federal Leased
0 Federal Owned

0

0

Tribal Nation

Municipal

0

E. OCCUPANCY TYPE (check one) Refer to back
0 Retail Fuel Sales 0 Bulk Storage 0 Terminal Storage 0 Mercantile/Commercial 0 Industrial
0 Agricultural (crop or livestock production) 0 Backup or Emergency Generator ~ Gov~t Fleet 0 Utility
F. Tank Construction:
·~ Sa:e Steel 0 Coated Steel
5,::. F :erg:ass 0 Unknown
G. Tank Cathodic Protection:

0
0
0

iJ. I l...-7~/
vt<JI..:•?
'(u

l Customer ID #:

Stainless steel
Other (specify):

0
0

Steel- Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic Composite
0 Lined (date):

0

Sacrificial Anodes

J. Piping Cathodic Protection:

0
0

f4J

Overfill Protection?

0

Impressed Current

Stainless Steel ~Fiberglass
Sacrificial Anodes

0

0

Flexible

Impressed Current

0

Copper

fil

0

Unknown

0

0

NA

0

No

Yes §(i No

0
0
0

0 No

Vapor mon1tonng
Unknown

Other

1Pipe Double Walled?

N/A

Yes

Spill Containment? ~ Yes

I Tank Double Walled?

~ N/A

Private

Residential 0 School
Other (specify:)

H. Primary Tank Leak Detection Method:
~Automatic tank gauging 0 Interstitial monitoring 0 Inventory control and tightness testing 0 Groundwater monitoring
''lanual tank qauqinq (onlv for tanks of 1.000 oallons or less\
0 Statisticallnventorv Reconciliation (SIR\
I. Piping Construction:
' 3are Steel 0 Coated Steel

0

Other Government

0

Yes Ci'l.No

K. Primary Piping System Type: n Pressurized piping with ,.,. A 0 auto shutoff; B. 0 alarm, or C. 0 flow restrictor
0 Unknown
r - Suction piping with check valve at tank
():] Suction pipinq with check valve at pump and inspectable
0 Not needed if waste oil

=

L. Piping Leak Detection Method: (used if pressurized or check valve at tank): 0 SIR
Groundwater monitoring
0 Vapor monitoring
0 Interstitial monitoring
M. Vapor Recovery/Stage II

-

0

0

Fiberglass

Flexible

0

0

Tightness testing

® Not required

0
0

Electronic line leak monitor
Unknown

Other (specify):

Jcerat1onal- Provide Date (mo./day/yr.):

CARS#:

N. TANK CONTENTS (Current, or previous product if tank now empty)

C
=
=

Diesel

=~;:::;, •

0
0

Leaded

&1 Unleaded

0
0

Sand/Grave!!Siu~r;•

Cr.emical· Name

Gasohol
1/IJaste/Used

0

Aviation
Motor Oil

0
0

Premix
0 Fuel Oil
Hazardous Waste*

• li chosen. th1s tank 1s NOT PECFA eligible.

Geo Latitude:

0. If Tank Closed, Abandoned or Out of Se)lice
Give date (mo/day/yr):

If 1.: f 2 '-1

·'

r:.R.E:?...::. ~~~

.
1

Kerosene
Unknown"

Other (specify):

I Geo Longitude:

Has a site asse~ment been completed? (see reverse side for
details)
00 Yes 0 No

Owner or Opera to;., Name (please print):

~-. \>~'·-

0

CAS#:

0
0

'Indicate if you are:
Owner or'S Operator

0iK.t3--t'C·e, E,v...,),e_.!{L,f.f.Sf77.i£ui:lft..7"'"' 0

Owner or Op~rato~ ignature (Note: By s~ning. signer is accepting !egal and financial-responsibility for the storage tank system.)- .

1\L~ ,e_~~(~

Note: Refer to comments on reverse side of form.

.

Cfte

,1'tof

UNDERGROUND

Send Como!eted Fonn To:
Department of Commerce
Bureau of Storage Tank Regulation
P.O. Box 7837
Madison, Wl53707-7837

FLAM MABLE/COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID
STORAGE TANK INVENTORY
lnfnnnAtfnn R""'ulr...t Rv

101 t.t.? \Mor;

~-.lfnn

~tAtor;

Underground tanks in Wisconsin that have stored or currently store petroleum or regulated substances must be registered. A separate
form is needed for each tank. Send each c~yleted form to the agency designated in the top right corner. Have y~peviously
registered this tank by submitting a form? ~Yes 0 No If yes, are you correcting/updating information only? [WYes 0 No
Personal information ou ovide ma be used for seconda
u ses. Priva Law s. 15.04 1 m
This registration applies to a tank that is (check one):
In Use
Closed - Tank Removed
OWnership Change (Indicate
Newty Installed
Closed - Filled with Inert Materials
new o7er naze in block 2)
Abandoned with Product
~Temporary Out of Service- Provide Date: I Z. Z 2..
8
Abandoned without Product (em )
Abandon with Water
A. IDENTIFICATION (Please Print)
1. Tank Site Name
Site Address

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

7

0

UWM

Nil~ c..lO~l>.)

0

~fly

Mailing Address

P.o.eo.,...

6ol\i.."C ()~ ~€'~~ O«..J -HlLJJ..JA~
VillageO Town of:

I

WI

0

~City

0

Town of

Hll..WA-Ut<e£

>

Z.2. Cf - S..:H, S"

County

Zip Code
S~Z..tl

IMu..

Village

Site Telephone Number

( 41'/

LAP~

413

State

MlL.tvAu t:=.~

Hlt....tuAU tc:..E:l::
Teiepho"J Number

f>tt.f

Z.2. ~ - S"..2C.~

'fl'f
County

Zip Code

/'1t L.w Au Ke:E

S.3~\

Previous site address if different than #1

3. Previous Name

B.

Site ID#:

C.

4. Tank Age (age or date installed):

l

I

L..st

hlw....tAU~

0

~E"Woo()

state

VillageO Town of:

2. Tank Owner Name
~ity

€.

2.Sbl

Fire Department providing fire
~ljl:l!ge where tank is located:

:39 ''iC.

I

Facility 10 #:

I 5.

'i.{t.s /&z..

Customer ID #:

Tank Capacity (gallons):

'3~S S'T-'Z...

z..oo~

D. LAND OWNER TYPE (check one)

0 Federal Leased
}s(state
E. OCCUPANCY TYPE (check one)
:::::!

County

u Private

:1 Gas/Retail Sales
::J A ricultural

0
0

0

0

0

Federal Owned
Tribal Nation

)a,

Mercantile/Commercial
0 Industrial
School
0 Residential
Other S eci :
F. Tank Construction:
Cathodic Protection
Overfill Protection?
DYes
=:J Bare Steel
0 Coated Steel
:=J Unknown
0 Sacrificial Anodes
Spill Containment?
DYes
&fiberglass
0 Steel- Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic Composite
0 Impressed Current
Tank Double Walled?
DYes
Lined
te:
0 Other eci :
N/A
0 Automatic tank gauging
G. Primary Tank leak detection method:
0 Groundwater monitoring
'g.lnventory control and tightness testing
C Interstitial monitoring
0 Vapor monitoring
=:J Manual tank au i (onl for tanks of 1.000 allons or less)
0 statistical Invent Reconciliation (SIR)
0 Unknown
H. Piping Construction:
Cathodic Protection
Pipe Double Walled? 0 Yes~No
~Bare Steel
0 Coaled Steel
0 Unknown
0 Sacrificial Anodes
Bulk Storage
Backu or Emer

0 Utility
Generator

. 0 Other Government

Municipal

0
0

'tJ

::J Fiberglass
=:!

Other s

0

Flexible

ON/A

0

Impressed Current
N/A
.

ci

=

I. Primary Piping System Type:
0 Pressurized piping with - A. 0 auto shutoff; B. 0 alarm or C. 0 flow restrictor
0 Unknown
Suction · · with check valve at tank
S·~~!cn :;i:i~a 't,;t!: -:!:':)d< V:!l''':) 3t 'J'J""" "!nd insoect3ble
0 Not needed if waste oil
J. Piping Leak Detection Method: (used if pressurized or check valve at tank):
0 SIR
Tightness testing
0 Electronic line leak monitor
~ Groundwater monitoring
0 Vapor monitoring
0 Interstitial monitoring
0 Not required
=Unknown
CARB #: - - - - - = - - - Other (specify):
0 Flexible
L. TANK CONTENTS (Current, or previous product if tank now empty)
__; Diesel
0 Leaded
: Other (Specify):
[] Empty
Waste/Used Motor Oil
~ Chemical.,-_ _ _ __

K. Vapor Recovery/Stage II

::J Fiberglass

0

0

Operational • Provide Date (mo/day/)tr):

c&unleaded
0 Fuel Oil
0 Gasohol
'Sand/Gravel/Slurry•
[J Unknown•
Premix
Kerosene
Aviation
0 Hazardous Waste'
(Indicate chemical name and numrb-=:er:'-)- - : - - : - : : - - : - - - - - - - - . - : : : - - - : - - - : - : - - : - - - - - - - • if chosen, this tank is NOT PECFA eligible.
Geo Latitude:
Geo Longitude:

=

tJ

CJ

0

I

M. If Tank Closed, Abandoned or Out of Service, give date (mo/day/yr): . Has a site assessment been completed (see reverse side for details)
7~P. ®T Ol= svc:... f'leoovc.r 'ru t:Sc tJSeb v..vnc...z./Z.'&(Cf9 0 Yes 1"1 No
Owner or Operator Name (please print):

.John R. Krezoskf, Ph.D.

nirt:~l"tnr l=nuf,_ U""r•~

i\jote:

Ret-e'~
to\ommems
I

ERS-7437 (R.o04lW.,·'

on reverse-ai'de of form.

Indicate whether:

::J

Owner or

~perator

Complete ere form for
each site clpsure.

-

CHECKLIST FOR T
,.;"!::..·~

;:•

,1},'1;

... 1\tf .. I:: ..l.~t~'".! _..~ 1,,d;1 i

The information you provide may be
used for secondary purposes
[Privacy Law, s.15.04 (1)(m)].

"·

~

. ,•to:\t 'n'1;:::_1~~UI!.JI•~l ...

1. Site Name

tA U M. I ~V'rh1/<t ~

.. ·•

.;-.,, ......
. ! .

Town of:
Col,l_nty

/I'\· iLltilJA

tf!

1'
2.

3

N

N_

4.
* Indicate which

qu;

product:--Qt~sel; Leaded; Unleaded; Fuel Oil; Gasohol; Aviation Fuel; Kerosene; Premix; Waste/U.sed Motor

Flammable/Combustible Hazardous Waste; Chemical (indicate the chemical name(s)
CAS number(s) ··· .•,
; Other
·

·

...

·

Written notification was provided to the local agent 15. days in ad'ym:_ ce C?.f clh$LJr~,date .• lrr:-;-:·• ............... ~ ..-.. !;;__; ... ~-_ll.,j :;.y. ·
All local permits were obtained before beginning closure. ;; .......l;f.·~~ .. J~ lY.~:I.':Y..~.~~.J.~ ~.~
~ ,t t-.v:. ·: .

...

.. ...............:....... ;... ..

_

· and
· ·· · ·

ON

'':i·:ONA

ON '(·.-DNA

Check applicable box at right in response to all statements)n Sections B-E.
·.Remover· Inspector. NA
B. TEMPORARILY OUT OF SERVICE
Verified
Verified
Written inspector approval of temporary closure obtained, which
is effective until (provide date)
.................................................................
1. Product Removed
.
.•
a. Product lines drained into tank (or other container) and resulting liquid removed, AND ........... ;,........
b. All product removed to bottom of suction line, OR ........................................... ;-....................... ~_.~1:·.......
c. All product remoyed to within_ 1" of~ottom ...................... ,................................ ;.·.-..._... .....
_ _...._
.._... ~
__? ......_
.. _~· N · _
.... -·.·... -·· :··- -'·•·> ·, .:· · .1.-ili.. _i.,.
,.. _. ' ···.!t- ' i
..:.
·, ·"--- ..l--;-~·',:.J;<>;J"·-···*··~~--·•;.-'l"r,oe;;l,.·· "' . . ~.. '---··-=-'•
2. F1/l p1pe; gauge pipe, tank. ~u~·,vaf-IVr recovery fittlng~t,·and. ve~por rettlrn lln~s_~~r.~·:_;·;.;.,~··~··~·~•f; •.;~,,;tl't ·· •- _:,..~il;': .••.l" / ·::·:-;; .,,. i;'~}.:;·~
'··
3. All product lines at the islands or pumps located elsewhere are removed and ·capped, OR ........ ::~: ....... ·
>; C)N ~"Q_ · · : 4. Dispensers/pumps left in place but locked and power disconnected ................... ;:;: .....................
o:~~5. Vent lines left open .................................................................................................::...............................
6. Inventory form filed indicating temporary closure. ...................................................................................

:_L.......

OY ON

0

OY:,.-._.ON
OY · ON

D
. El

0
0
0

ii1.·

OY
OY!•T:[]N . :.
OY · -ON ···[]
OY ON
0

D

0
0

C. CLOSURE BY REMOVAL
1. Product from piping drained into tank (or other container)~ ......................................................................
··~'
2. Piping disconnected from tank and removed ........ ~..... ;..':~..........................................................-..............
3. All liquid and residue removed from tank using explosion proof pumps or hand pumps. .........................
JE]N
4. All pump motors and suction hoses bonded to tank or otherwise grounded. .. ....... ;............................... : ··· 5. Fill pipes, gauge pipes, vapor recovery connections, submersible pumps and other fixtures removed .. : ·
NOTE: DROP TUBE SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED IF THE TANK IS TO BE PURGED THROUGH THE USE OF AN EDUCTOR.
6. Vent lines left connected until tanks purged. ...........................................................................................
(lly
>:t
7. Tank openings temporarily plugged so vapors exit through vent.............................................................
[2lY
~
8. Tank atmosphere reduced to 10% of the lower flammable range (LEL)- see Section F. ........................
[lY
9. Tank removed from excavation after PURGING/INERTING; placed on level ground and blocked to
prevent movement. .............................................................:........................................._...........................

Q.Y ON
rON

_ 0
.· 0

ON
ON

·. Qf_. _· 0
[]{ 0

ON
[2(
ON_ _
ON · @

0
0
0

r::L(

0
0

[1'( ON

10. Tank cleaned before being removed from site..........................................................................................
ERS-8951 (R.5198)

-CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE·

0

CAf ON

~

C. CLOSURE BY REMOVAL (continued)
4>··

11.

*

Remover
Verified

T;~k·l~beled i~ 2~ hfgh letters a~~remov~l b~Before. being moved from site...................................... !X1Y ON

NOTE: COMPL~].E;,_IANK LA .. lNG St:f9ULQ INCLUDE WARNING AGAINST REUSE; FORMER
CONTENTS; VAPOR STATE; 'l POR FRa!l~ TREATMENT; DATE.
·
12. Tank_yent hole (1/8" in.uppermost part oftal)hflnstalled prior tomovlng the tank from site ................. ..

"....,_
!'
I

13. Fonn ERS-7437 or ERS-8731 flied by owner With the Dept. of Commerce Indicating closure by removal ...... ..

14. Site security is provided while the excavation fs open.•:.: ... ;..................................;...............................~.
D. CLOSURE IN PLACE
.· ·.
'.... : : ::; ''! . . . : . . •
.. .
/:,~; . . ,;•i. ,, .
.
' '' •
NOTE: cLo'~-JN PLACE ARE ONLY.:ALLOV\fEDWITH THE
APPROVAL OF·
THEDEPAR
. OFCOMMERCEOR:Lo·cAL.'AGENT•, .. ·: ;,,: ::~:·-·· ./··... ·.
'··. ·· ·
1. PrOduct frcim ·piping drained into tank
Oih'ei\ ~ntainer). :~:;.~:.~.. ~.,;:':~:;~:.:: ... ;,; ... ;·.. ~ ....~~ ........ :................... · · OY
2. PiPJng disConnected from tank and removed. L:.:~·.;~~·:;;:~.:.:;;;·,:.;,;.::·.... :...
DY ..
3. All liquid and residue removed from tan~ ~·si~g ~~p.rosion' proof pumps or hand pum'ps. ; .................... :.. · OY.
4. Ali pump motors and suction hoses bonded to. tank or otherwise grounded .......... :................................
·5. Fill pipes, gauge pipes, vapor recovery cO~hectioris, submersible pumps and other fixtures removed... OY
NOTE: DROP TUBE SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED IF THE TANK IS TO BE PURGED THROUGH
THE USE OF AN EDUCTOR- EDUCTOR OUTPUT 12fT. ABOVE GRADE.
6. Vent lines left connected until tanks purged ....... ;;,; ........: ....................:................................................... OY
7. Tank openings temporarily plugged so vapors exit through vent. ............................................................ OY
8. Tank atf!1osphere reduced to 10% of the lower flammable range (LEL) see Section F. ...........................
DY
/
9. Tank properly cleaned to remove all sludge and. residue, ....... :..'......... ,......................................... :.......... DY

Inspector NJ
Verified

rs;r: [

ll

ON
ON
ON

[
[

I ••

PRibR'\VRrtrEN

(or

::;;,,L ... ;·.....·.. :......... ::..............:..... ·.

DY

0

ON . :.
ON.
ON
ON
ON

·
.0
O
O

0

0
D
0 ·
0
~...,..,.} o.~ so!id i~~~· ~~.eri1! ~.~9~ :~~~.Q~ ~9#~r.~I.~.~;E.~~,g_r~v$~tep99!:f1mrq~~~?· ~o~~~~~ ~n~ ta'1t< ~fled... ~.,. , OY :~, 0~ · :' i 0
'. . r-F. 't"en"titne ffiscolfrlecteCfor (emovecf;' .., ...........................1.......................................................................... OY ON
0
12. Inventory form filed by owner with the. Department of Commerce indicating closure in place. ................
DY ON
0
ON
ON
ON .
ON.

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

c
c
c

E. CLOSURE ASSESSMENTS
NOTE: DETERMINE IF A CLOSURE ASSESSMENT IS REQUIRED BY REFERRING TO COMM 10.
1. Individual conducting the assessment has a closure assessment plan (written) which
is used as the basis for their work on the site ... :............ ;;,...................................................................... ..
[
2. Do points of obvious contamination exist? ...............................................................................................
[
3. Are there strong odors in the soils? .............. :.. :....................................... ,............................................. .'.
[
4. Was a field screening instrument used to pre-screen son sample locations? .............................. ;......... ..
[
5. Was a closure assessment omitted because of obvious contamination?· ... ;.;.:...................................... ..
[
[
6. Was the DNR notified of suspected or obvious contamination? ........... :.:........................... ;................... .
Agericy, office and person ·contacted: .
··· ·
.
7. Contaminatlo~ed'.because of: Oodor 0Soil Staining 0Free Prod~ct Osheen on Groundwater 0Fieid Instrument Test
F. METHOD OF ACHIEVING 10% LEVEL DESCRIPTION
./
0Eductor Or Diffused Air Blower
Eductor driven by compressed air, bonded and drop tube left in place; vapors discharged minimum of 12feet above ground.
Diffused air blower bonded and drop tube removed. Air pressure not exceeding 5 psig.
Dory Ice
.
'··,, .
Dry
introduc~5!,a!J .5 pounds}'7r 100 ga}lon.. ~pf ta. nk capacity. Dry ice crushed and distributed over the greatest possible tank are<
"'
Dry 1ce evaporated. oefore procef,dlng.
.. -,,~;
. .
·
.
'-:' -:~ertGas (~0'?- ~r Nf.2) NOTE: 1f.4ER~ GASSE~. ~RODUCEAN Of:~~NPEF!CIE_N:~ A~M9SP~E~E. ~.~f ~A-~.K- MAY NOT:BE

lee

~:·'

G~JR~-:t;~~-!}~~~~6fu'6t?h;'~'t'~fti;;;·;;;"~(;~~,;~~·k :pposite ;h~· v~nt. ..

-..
..
Gas introduced u·nder low presslft.e not to exceed 5 pslg to reduce static electricity. Gas introducing device grounded.
~,.
Drank atmosphere: monitored for flammable or co.rnbustible vapor levels.
·
.
··
Calibrate combustible gas Indicator. Drop tubEi removed prior to checking atmosphere. Tank space monitored at bottom, middle and
upper portion of tank. Readings of 10% or less of the lower flammable range (LEL) obtained before removing tank from ground.
G. NOTE SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OR NONCOMPLIANCE ISSUES BELOW

·f

,f.•.

·

H. REMOVERJCLEANER'INFORMATION

[}'1, kiOlsa A -: '·

:... ·

inspector Name (priht)

1

.

.

4 :J"L-()

-=~~~~~~~--~--~~~~~---

FOlD# For Location Where Inspection Performed
noaa

.

.

.

.

.

~~~ ..·~"'"" -- !"!~~ ft.,",. l"~Ai.

,/&/Jz

,.

.

.Remover Signature ·

Remover Name (print)
I. INSPECTOR IN FORMA110N

I 1.CtH (L( (~ l.c

..kJL.·CJt

.. \·

Date Signed

Remover Certification No.

Inspector Signature
c1> (.,.. · 2 C'~ ,-.

lnsp 'cto~ c;rtification No.

inspector Telephone Number

Date

2

....... ....

I

l.c't-j t)4-Signe~

,1 ~. ,.. ~·····-- ••• ,_._ -- -· ·-···--- ....... _. · - · -~ . . _. -- ··_L_

-···--''' , . . ,.

! Northern EnvironmentafM
Hydrologists. Engineers. Surveyors. Scientists

ATTACHMENT D
LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORTS
AND CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY RECORDS

Synergy Environmental Lab, LLC
500
St,_.....,_
Appleton,
WI
* _
920-830-2455
* FAX
920-733-0631
_ _ _ _ _.....,
_W
_Franklin
_ _ _.....
....._
_54911
___
_____
_......_
_

.....,"""""_'i"i--'il~-~~""""'-""'""'"''"""""''""--'<oi·'•,.hL~_}.,.:-,1'.,.~

Craig Bobula
NORTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL
12075 N. CORPORATE PARKWAY
MEQUON WI 53092

Report Date 13-Jan-04
Invoice#
Proiect#
Lab Code
Sample ID
Sample Matrix
Sample Date

El0459
DOA 01-2201-2658

5010459A

S1
. Soil
1/6/2004

Result

Units

LOD

LOQ

0.9

2.9

LOD

LOQ

0.9

2.9

LOD

LOQ

0.9

2.9

Dil Method

Run Date Analyst

Code

Organic
General
Gasoline Range Organics

Lab Code
Sample ID
Sample Matrix
Sample Date

< 10

mg!kg

GR095/8021

1/9/2004

CJR

50104598
S2
Soil
1/6/2004

Result

Units

Dil Method

Run Date Analyst

Code

Organic
General
Gasoline Range Organics

Lab Code
Sample ID
Sample Matrix
Sample Date

< 10

mg!kg

GR095/8021

1/9/2004

CJR

5010459C

S3
Soil
1/6/2004

Result

Units

Dil Method

Run Date Analyst

Code

Organic
General
Gasoline Range Organics

< 10

mg!kg

GR095/8021

WI DNR Lab Certification# 445037560

119/2004

CJR

Page 1 of2

Invoice#
Proiect#
Lab Code
Sample ID
Sample Matrix
Sample Date

E10459
DOA 01-2201-2658

50104590

S4
Soil
1/6 12004

Result

Units

LOD

LOQ Dil Method

Run Date Analyst

Code

Organic
General
Gasoline Range Org=an=ics=---_ _ _ _ _ _ _
<_,_1-=-0-----=-m=g!k"-='g'-----_ ____::c0.-=-9---=2=.9'------=--=G-=-=R-=0""-'95'-'-/8=-=0=2-=-1----='.:..:'9~12'-"0-=-04-'-------=C=JR:_:.__ __:____ __
"J" Flag: Analyte detected between LOD and LOQ

Code

LOD Limit of Detection

LOQ Limit of Quantitation

Comment
Laboratory QC within limits.

WI DNR Lab Certification # 445037560

Page 2 of2

!

NonL.~I Environmental~

CHAIN OF CUSTODY

2CORD REQUEST FOR ANALYSIS

No:

Hydrologists • Engineers • Geologists

0

Check office originating request

~14 W. Venture Ct.

D

Mequon, Wl53092
262-241-3133
FAX 262-241-8222

Project No: {)

u

Project Manager:

~o5~

Sampler:
(Signature)

Sampling Date(s):
Reports
Sent to:to be

;ol

1

54,

L
1--l.~

g

/'a/'•
Sample No. -

lv f

loq<;'\1\1 s~
~ s

laboratory
Contact:

/wot.~

C

S3

~

~4

c.

TURNAROUND TIME REQUIRED
Q-Normal

D

Rush

'0

'0

.s:::

.s::

I~
'0
0

~

Date Needed

0

No. of Containers,
SizeJ- TYPT)

a:

0

Vlt---

0

a;

~
'0
Q)

;;:::

0(\J

0

'0
0

'0
0

a;

~

~

~

~
0

a:

<!J

~

~
X

1--

w
m

~

0

a;

~

~

~
(.)

0

>
c._

'0
0

.s:::

a;

~

'0
0

.s:::

a;

~

~

~

(.)

I

-w
0

>

~

~

'0
0

.s:::

a;

~

~

w

.0

c._

II

Comments:

Shipment Daf&J

1-C:, -ot./ /J /1

~~h~Bgn

Date:

Company:\.)'

Time:

)Jf_('/

'1J

V

Relinquished By:

Date:

Relinquished By:

Date:

Company:

Time:

Company:

Time:

Received By:

Date:

Company:

Time:

1-1-o,

/~/~

A

Received B Y J ; : J U

Company:

t.1

/v ~ 11.

Date: / •

1--.

Time:

7

_()~

J ')I)'/)

,Q~~~
~~~

S<i...L, lLL

;
Ti~

'iS:(:)<::::;

J2 2 8

0-----

c;;

"' .s:::"' "'
.s:::

'5
0

0(\J

0

ot_L

3349 Southgate Court SW #102
Cedar Rapids, lA 52404
319-365-0466
FAX 319-365:0464

"(..

S.,...o'I'! r ..:...

~

Pac~pilU

D

ANALYSES REQUESTED

~

~

801 East Mt. Hope
Lansing, Ml 48910
517-702-0470
FAX 517-702-0477

,i~
0

1/(i')

D

112 7th Str~et NE
Rochester. MN 55906
507-282-3800
FAX 507-282-3100

647 Academy Dr.
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-8577
FAX 847-562-8552

p

Price Quote:

IC.'..,(;/,.yJ,X.

D

16543 State Hwy 371
Brainerd, MN 56401
218-825-9001
FAX 218-828-8600

•

Sample Integrity- To be completed by receiving lab
Seal intact upon receipt t8;Jyes
no
Method of shipment C 4~\l.c.,s..,
Contents Temperature c~~C..L
oc Refrigerator No.

/1

-

1

D

372 West County Road D
New Brighton, MN 55112
651-635-9100
FAX 651-635-0643

Wisconsin DNA
Certification #:

~~

{)
Collection
Date I Time

D

330 South 4th Avenue
Park Falls, WI 54552
715-762-1544
FAX 715-762-1844

Laboratory:

~-x~
V;-~P -ot/a

c

D
D

1203 Storbeck Drive
Waupun, WI 53963
920-324-8600
FAX 920-324-3023

CnA rr. /6o£.,.. / ~

Sampler:
(name)

Lab
ID No.

954 Circle Drive
Green Bay, WI 54304
920-592-8400
FAX 920-592-8444

o A o 1- 2.. L-oTask1 -No_;,L.f... see_ T3

Project Location: .uf. I
(c1ty)
rt,/wa

L
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Appendix H
Historical and Archaeological Research

HIST-A UWSA HISTORICAL EVALUATION FORM
Complete this form for each project in a campus building that is on the UWSA inventory. Provide project details and submit one copy for each
action for which review is requested and send to UWSA Historic Preservation Officer: Maura Donnelly mdonnelly@uwsa.edu
Attach supporting material that provides detail of the proposed scope of work such as a work order, Small Project Request, AAPR, etc. Include
drawings or photos of existing conditions. Completely fill out the form, including check boxes, which can be checked by right-clicking and
selecting properties.
I.

GENERAL INFORMATION
This is a new submittal.
This is supplemental information related to another project:

II.

a.

Institution/Campus:

UW-Milwaukee

b.

Institution Contact Person:

Tamara Haberman

c.

Phone:

Fax:

d.

Return Address:

e.

Email Address:

f.
g.

Project Name:
Building Name:
Project Street Address

h.

County:

i.

Project Location:

j.

Project Narrative Description – Attach information as necessary.

k.

Area of Potential Effect (APE). Attach Copy of U.S.G.S. 7.5 Minute Topographic Quadrangle Showing APE.

414-940-8320

2400 East Hartford Avenue, Room 671, Milwaukee WI
Project Number:
habermat@uwm.edu
DFD Project # 19H1B

Zip Code:

53211-3159

Klotsche Center Annex Addition
Parking Lot #15, 3409 North Downer Avenue

Milwaukee
Township: 07 N

City:

Milwaukee

Range: 22

Zip Code:
E

W

Section: 10

53211

Quarter Section: NW, SW

IDENTIFICATION OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES
Historic Properties are not located within the project APE. Attach supporting materials.
Historic Properties are located within the project APE. Attach supporting materials.

III.

FINDINGS
No historic properties will be affected (i.e., none is present or there are historic properties present but the project will have no effect
upon them). Attached necessary documentation.
The proposed undertaking will have an effect on one or more historic properties located within the project APE.
Attach necessary documentation, as described.

Authorized Signature:
Type or Print Name:
IV.

Date:

December 22, 2020

Tamara G. Haberman

AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER COMMENTS
Agree with the finding in Section III above.
The proposed undertaking will result in an adverse effect to one or more historic properties and will require SHPO review.
Requires negotiation with the institution to resolve the adverse effects.
Object to the finding for reasons indicated in attached memo.
Cannot review until information is sent as follows:

Authorized Signature

Date:

December 23, 2020

Project Title
Klotsche Center Annex Addition
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
DFDM Project # 19H1B
The proposed project is located at Parking Lot # 15, just east of the Klotsche/Pavilion Center at 3409
North Downer Avenue in Milwaukee, WI on the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) campus.
Project activities include construction of a new approximately 18,000 square foot building on Lot 15
directly east of the Klotsche Center. Site maps are included in Attachment 1. The new facility will be
physically connected to the existing Klotsche Center and will include a gym/court space, strength and
conditioning space, film room, hall of history, nutrition station, athlete lounges, mechanical room, and
other support services for the UWM Panther’s Men’s and Women’s basketball teams.
The need for the project stems from the severe lack of space in the current building. The Klotsche Center
is the primary place for indoor recreation at UWM and also serves as a practice and game space for
UWM intercollegiate athletic teams. It is undersized to serve the indoor recreation needs of the campus. A
2018 feasibility study assessed recreation space compared to the National Intramural-Recreation Sports
Association, NIRSA, Space Planning Guidelines, which identified a deficit of 106,700 ASF.
The project’s budget it estimated at $8,100,000 with $7,000,000 funded from General Fund Supported
Borrowing and the remaining from gifts and grants. Construction is estimated to commence in June of
2021 with substantial completion by July 2022.
A search of the Wisconsin Historic Preservation Database (WHPD) was conducted for any registered
resources nearby and/or adjoining the Area of Potential Effect (APE). The project site itself (Parking Lot
#15) is not listed under any historical or archeological databases. However, the project site abuts Downer
Woods, which is listed on the Wisconsin Architecture and History Inventory (AHI) # 118830 for being a
preserved natural area on the UWM campus. Downer Woods is also listed on the Archaeological Site
Inventory (ASI) #s 3619, 28762, and 28763. ASI# 3619 is co-listed under the Archaeological Reports
Inventory (ARI) # 6260. These reports were all published in 1997 which concluded finding multiple
prehistoric artifacts.
Several properties on the UWM campus and surrounding neighborhood are historic resources listed
under the AHI. Of these properties, one is listed under the National Register (Thomas A. Greene
Museum), and two are listed as potentially eligible for the National Register (UWM Heating Plant and
Downer College Science Hall). Historic resources closest to the project site include AHI# 116299 and
#119876. Both of these resources are houses located on E. Newport Ave. and are not eligible for the
National Register.
The Thomas A. Green Museum (AHI# 106283) is located south of the project site and as mentioned
above, is listed on the National Register. This museum was built to house the natural history collection of
Thomas Arnold Greene, who was a Milwaukee druggist and collector of plants, minerals, and fossils. His
family donated the collection of 75,000-100,000 specimens to the Milwaukee Downer College in 1911.
Milwaukee-Downer College Science Hall (AHI# 94724) is located to the south of the proposed project site
and is a Collegiate Gothic structure style college building built in 1928. This historic resource is potentially
eligible for the National Register. The UWM Heating Plant (AHI# 220240) was built in 1969 and is the
most distinguished of all the UW-system campus’s central heating plant buildings. It is also potentially
eligible for the National Register. Although these resources are nearby the project site, they do not
directly adjoin the project area (apart from Downer Woods). These sites are not anticipated to be
impacted by project construction and care will be taken to avoid large vibrations that may disturb
archaeological or historic properties near the project boundary. Other nearby archaeological or historical
sites will not be impacted as a result of this project.
The following listings are located nearby the project site:

Database

Resource (Reference Number)

Archaeological Site Inventory (ASI)

•

•

•

Archaeological Reports Inventory
(ARI)
Wisconsin Architecture and History
Inventory (AHI)

•

State Site# MI-0499, ASI# 28763 (Downer Woods II)
o “The site is a subsurface lithic artifact scatter in one shovel test
transect. Two probes located 20 meters apart produced 2
possible artifacts.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 2 possible flakes
State Site# MI-0498, ASI# 28762 (Downer Woods I)
o “The site consists of a subsurface lithic cluster in adjacent shovel
probe transects in an undisturbed wooded area. Three shovel
tests 10 meters apart produced 5 artifacts.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 2 chert chunks, 2 possible flakes, 1 scraper on
wedge made on a drill
State Site# MI-0169, ASI# 3619
o “In May 1996 and April 1997, a survey was conducted in
Downer’s Woods, where Brown reported a campsite in 1929. Ten
artifacts were collected in 1996 and none in 1997.” (Year 1997)
o Artifact List = 10 artifacts
WHS Project #: 44-4444, ARI #: 6260 (same as ASI# 3619 above)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AHI: 94724 – Milwaukee-Downer College Science Hall, 3413 N.
Downer Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1928, Collegiate Gothic structure
o Potentially eligible for National Register
AHI: 106283 – Thomas A. Greene Memorial Museum, 3367 N.
Downer Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1905, Gothic Revival
o National Register Reference #93001615, listed in 1993
AHI: 115325 – E.J. Kasedorf, 3478-80 N. Downer Ave.
o North of project site
o Built in 1928, Prairie School style house
o Not eligible for National Register
AHI: 116299 – Herman Bevering, 2608 E. Newport Ave.
o East of project site
o Built in 1919, Other Vernacular house
o Not eligible for National Register, Proposed Historic
District: University East Local District
AHI: 118830 – Downer Woods
o North of project site
o Natural feature, surveyed in 1976
o Not eligible for National Register, listed under ARI and
ASI
AHI: 119876 – 2611 E. Newport Ave.
o East of project site
o Built in 1921, Tudor Revival house
o Not eligible for National Register, Proposed Historic
District: University East Local District
AHI: 220240 – UW-Milwaukee Heating Plant, 3359 N. Downer
Ave.
o South of project site
o Built in 1969, Contemporary power plant
o Potentially eligible for National Register

Proposed Project Location Map - DFDM Project No. 19H1B

Construction Area

Existing Klotsche Center
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Milwaukee County:
Shovel Probe Survey of Downer Woods on the UWM Campus
Vicki L.Twinde

Introduction
An archaeological site (47 MI-0169) on the Downer College campus was recorded in 1929
by Charles E. Brown. In 1964, the land belonging to the Downer College became part of
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM). As UWM expanded, additional campus
buildings and the urbanization of the surrounding neighborhood resulted in an area now
primarily filled with houses and university buildings. Unfortunately, no archaeological
survey was ever conducted by the University before building or expansion activities to
attempt to locate the previously recorded site or any archaeological site. Any archaeological
site on University property may now be buried beneath streets, sidewalks, dormitories, and
school buildings, or it may no longer exist because of the damage inflicted by bulldozers
and backhoes. Archaeological sites in this portion of Southeastern Wisconsin are relatively
shallow, and it is likely that any significant building activity would destroy sites.
In the midst of this urbanized campus is a small wooded area known as Downer Woods,
which is perhaps the only remaining source for potentially undisturbed archaeological sites.
Downer Woods is located in the NE 1/4 of the SWl/4 of Section 10 (T7N R20E),
Milwaukee Township, Milwaukee County (Figure 25). The UWM Archaeological
Research Laboratory's previous work in Milwaukee County parks suggests that these
relatively small wooded tracts of land can protect archaeological sites (Benchley, et. al.
1979), so the potential of the woods was promising, particularly since a site had been'
reported in the general area. The only known disturbance to Downer Woods has been
unregulated use of the area by UWM' s Department of Geosciences which uses the woods
as part of the field component for their soils classes. Several large soil pits, generally three
feet by three feet by three feet, have been excavated in the woods over the past several
years. The soil from these pits was never examined or screened for cultural material, and
the excavation was not supervised by trained archaeologists. These pits may have
disturbed or destroyed remains of one or more archaeological sites, and given that the land
is state-owned, such excavations without a state permit are in clear violation of the law.
The failure to conduct an archaeological survey on University grounds before building also
shows a lack of understanding or appreciation of important archaeological sites on
Milwaukee's east side. For example, approximately 3/4 mile (about 1150 meters) away is
a burial mound group called the Lake Park Mound Group. This mound group was first
reported in 1905.and is located in a very noticeable place in Lake Park. The one remaining
conical mound is indicated by a metal plaque that was placed there in 1910. It is a popular
east side tourist attraction, especially in the summer, and the University should have been
well aware of its existence. From 1978 to 1980, UWM supported a Milwaukee County
Survey of this and other sites in Milwaukee conducted by the UWM Archaeological
Research Laboratory, and artifacts indicative of a possible associated prehistoric village site
were also found in Lake Park. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Archaeology Program
personnel prepared a National Register of Historic Places nomination for the Lake Park
Mound in 1992 (Goldstein 1992).
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In May 1996, Dr. Lynne Goldstein contacted the UWM administration, and offered to
perform a systematic archaeological survey of the Downer Woods property as part of the
UWM Archaeology Field School. Goldstein was particularly interested in conducting this
survey since UWM had plans to build an additional dormitory building in an area adjacent
to the woods. In April 1997, SEWAP personnel surveyed a separate section of land where
the dormitory building is to be constructed.
State agencies have been directed to document cultural resources on their properties, so
even without the planned building activity, survey would address state, as well as student
training, needs. Further, a survey provides an opportunity to examine one more part of
Milwaukee's increasingly disturbed landscape.

Physical Setting
Downer Woods is located approximately 0.5 miles (762 meters) west of Lake Michigan
and 0.5 miles (762 meters) east of the the Milwaukee River. The woods is within Martin's
(1965) Eastern Ridges and Lowlands physiographic province. Physical geographic
patterns in this province result from three major periods of natural activity - the pre-glacial
development of bedrock layers, the Pleistocene period of major glacial activity, and the
recent patterns of climatic activity. The landscape in this region is made up of gently rolling
hills and valleys which are the result of glacial deposition. Other landscape features in this
region include ground, terminal, and recessional moraines; streams, lakes, and wetlands
have a pattern typical of a young, imperfectly drained, glaciated landscape.
Significant information on both landform history and past vegetation can be provided by
modern soil types. The predominant soil association in Downer Woods is the KewauneeManawa association: well drained to somewhat poorly drained soils that have a subsoil of
clay and silty clay; formed in thin loess and silty clay glacial till, on moraines and in
depressed areas (Soil Conservation Survey 1971). The Kewaunee soils, which make up
80% of the association, are located on the convex side slopes of glacial moraines and they
are well drained or moderately well drained. The Manawa soils, which make up 15% of
the association, are located in shallow swale or depressions, in nearly level areas and on the
side slopes of drainageways, and they are somewhat poorly drained. The Fox, Casco, and
Matherton soils, the minor soils which make up 5% of the association, are located along
drainageways that lead to the Milwaukee River.
SEW AP has developed a landscape classification system based on soil types and
topography to better understand the physiography of the region. According to the SEWAP
classification scheme (Kolb and Goldstein 1990), the landform consists of low relief
hummocky deposits, which are widely spaced with gentle slopes, predominantly composed
of till of superglacial origin.
Based on the U.S. Government Land Office Survey conducted in 1836, the pre-European
settlement vegetation of the area included beech, sugar maple, basswood, and oak forest
(Kind 1979). Although these types of deciduous environments would have been able to
easily support prehistoric populations, they are not the most productive environments in
Southeastern Wisconsin (Goldstein and Kind 1987). Nonetheless, the location of this area
in a productive vegetative zone near Lake Michigan and the Milwaukee River makes it a
likely spot for human habitation.
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Sugar maple provides sap that can be harvested in March or April, and this sap can be made
into sugar. Basswood provides twigs and buds in April or May, and these can be eaten
raw or cooked. Beech trees yield nuts in spring and late autumn and can be eaten fresh or
cooked. Oak forests yield acorns in autumn. Deer would have been abundant in oak
forests because of the amount of acorns and abundant tree cover available. These woods
would have also provided ample cover for human hunters so deer and the abundant small
game present could have been harvested easily. Although oak forests would have been
exploited in the autumn for their acorns, the rich hunting grounds would have provided an
ample food supply year round (Goldstein and Kind 1987). Both Lake Michigan and the
Milwaukee River would supply an ample water source, as well as fish and other aquatic
resources.
Today the woods contain mostly ash, basswood, and hawthorn trees. Several small
intermittent streams run through the woods, supplying water for wildlife and vegetation.
The area surrounding Downer Woods is an urban neighborhood, and this landscape effects
Downer Woods at the edges, where some fill and debris are found.
The setting of Downer Woods suggests it has high potential for evidence of archaeological
settlements. The property is within walking distance of two major water sources, Lake
Michigan to the east and the Milwaukee River to the west. The low relief hummocky
deposits with widely spaced gentle slopes would provide a land surface that would be a
prime spot for a Native American habitation site. Its physical environment could have
provided floral and fauna for a more than adequate subsistence base throughout the year.

Archaeological Context
A campsite "on the site of the Milwaukee Downer College campus" was first reported by
Charles E. Brown, on October 20, 1929, in the S 1/2 of Section 10, T7N R22E. Brown
wa
e 21rchaeologist at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and he is responsible for
coi.
:on of the data that served as the basis for Wisconsin state site files. Some initial
recn ..mg of archaeological sites in Milwaukee County was also undertaken by Increase A.
Lapham in the mid-1800's, in his attempt to locate, survey, and record aboriginal
earthworks in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. Lapham's work was recorded in his 1855
book, Antiquities of Wisconsin, and Brown worked on expanding Lapham's research and
focused on archaeological research in Milwaukee County around 1916. Brown used
information from site visits, collector interviews, personal communication, and references
to Lapham in his notes (Benchley, et. al. 1979). Some of Brown's notes are extremely
specific, although others are vague.
A member of the Wisconsin Archeological Society reported to Brown that there was a
campsite "on the site of the Milwaukee Downer College" at the Society's October 20, 1929
meeting. This is the only information in Brown's notes. A maintenance worker at UWM
recently reported to Goldstein that in 1987 when the parking lot of west of Cunningham
Hall was constructed (see Figure 26), a number of lithic artifacts were recovered. It is
possible that this site represents the one that was reported to Brown, but we will never
know for certain.
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Location of Downer Woods on UWM campus

Geographic Placement of Downer Woods
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Milwaukee County: Location of Downer Woods on the University ofWisconsinMilwaukee campus.
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Downer Woods is considerably smaller than it was 30 years ago. Originally, the woods
were bound on the north by Edgewood Avenue, on the east by Downer A venue, on the
south by Hartford Avenue, and on the west by Maryland Avenue (see Figure 26).
Sometime before 1896, this tract of land was purchased by Guido Pfister who operated a
dairy farm in Section 10, T7N R22E (Salamun 1972:1). Land grant research shows that
the farm and surrounding buildings were not in the Downer Woods area. Over the next 25
years, Pfister and his heirs deeded portions of the land to a women's college known as
Milwaukee-Downer College. Although a grassy border was maintained around the woods,
no major landscaping was undertaken in this area by the Downer College except in the
immediate vicinity of the buildings. The college used the remaining wooded area for
biology field trips, bird watching, walking, picnicking, as a natural backdrop for dramatic
plays, and for an annual "hat hunt". The Milwaukee-Downer College eventually merged
with the Lawrence College in Appleton, Wisconsin, and in 1964, sold its Milwaukee
property to the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee. The remaining 30-35 acre wooded
area then became known as "Downer Woods". As additions to the University were
constructed near the woods, the size of the woods was reduced to approximately 15 acres
(Salamun 1972: 2).
The potential for Downer Woods to have an undisturbed archaeological site is still high
because in the early 1970' s, some students and neighborhood residents lobbied for a law
that would ensure that the woods remain intact. Residents and students emphasized that the
woods provide a place of refuge for wildlife and vegetation, and relief from the buildings
and concrete of an urban landscape. The law, Wisconsin Statute 36.37, serves "to promote
the permanent conservation and enhancement, by the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, of the area known as Downer Woods; to designate and protect, as a permanent
conservancy area, at least 10 acres of the woods; and to permit limited modification, in a
manner consistent with the aforesaid purposes, of that portion of the woods whose present
character as park and woodland lends itself utilization, by the university and the
surrounding community, as essential recreational and aesthetic corridors" (West, p.132).
Today, Downer Woods has been split into different parcels. There are wooded areas
located just to the southwest of the comer of Edgewood and Downer A venues, to the
southeast of the corner of Edgewood and Maryland A venues, and between Maryland and
Downer A venues (see Figure 26). The largest section, approximately 11 acres (4.45
hectares) in size, is fenced and was the focus of the 1996 archaeological survey. Located
approximately 35 meters to the south is a smaller section, approximately two to three acres
(0.80-1.25 hectares) in size, which was the focus of the 1997 archaeological survey.

Methods
The project was not only designed to survey Downer Woods, but also to teach the
Archaeology Field School students how to conduct shovel probe survey. In a cultivated
field, it is easy to walk along and see artifacts that have been moved to the surface by the
plow. However, in areas where the vegetation does not allow for visual inspection, such
as in a woods, the best approach for archaeological survey is a technique called shovel
probing.
Shovel probing is usually done in a grid formation, where every shovel probe is spaced the
same distance apart from each other, to make sure that a thorough and systematic
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examination is completed. Shove probing allows one to determine the presence of sites, as
well as their size and extent. Although it does not yield as many artifacts as one might find
walking an archaeological site that occurs in a plowed field, the items recovered are not
disturbed - one or two items found via shovel probing are more significant than that same
number found in a plowed field.
For shovel probe survey, students are arranged 10 meters apart, and they place a shovel
probe in the ground every 10 meters along a line. In this case, students moved from east to
west for the first sweep, and from north to south for the second (see Figure 27). Shovel
probes were excavated about 20 to 25 centimeters (or about a shovel blade wide) in width
and down to sterile subsoil. The soil was sifted through a 1/4" mesh screen to recover any
cultural materials. Generally, the change from the topsoil to subsoil was between 15-25
cm. below ground surface, and the shovel probes were excavated to an overall depth of
between 20 - 35 cm. below ground surface, depending on the immediate physical
surroundings near each hole. Some holes could not be excavated down to sterile subsoil
because the water table was encountered during digging; the hole would fill up with water,
making it difficult to see a soil change. A few holes could not be dug to the subsoil as a
result of heavy root disturbance from nearby trees. Some probes near the outer edges of
the woods were skipped because of fill and debris from the surrounding neighborhood.
The work conducted consisted of systematic 10 meter shovel probing over a two day
period. This probing was completed in two sweeps, and students worked in pairs
(alternating shovel test holes) on sweep one, and worked in pairs or individually on sweep
two.
Students were required to record the measurement of soil change and shovel probe depth,
color of the soil, and whether the soil was dry, moist, extremely wet, etc., in their
notebooks. The soils ranged from somewhat moist to extremely wet. To keep track of
each hole, small envelopes were provided to the students on which they were to record
their name, the date, the location, and the sweep, transect, and hole number of each soil
probe. For instance, the first hole located in the first line or transect in sweep 1 would be
recorded as 1-1-1 (sweep number - transect number - hole number). Students were
required to fill out an envelope for every hole, whether or not they found anything, and any
cultural material found was saved and placed in the envelope. Supervisors worked closely
with the students to help with soil description, artifact identification, or any other questions
that might arise. SEWAP personnel followed the same 10 meter systematic method of
surveying for the 1997 survey of the smaller Downer Woods section of land.

Results
Thirteen possible artifacts were collected in Downer Woods in the 1996 survey area, and
no artifacts were found in the 1997 survey area. After laboratory examination, 10 items
were considered artifacts or possible artifacts. In all, three clusters of artifacts were
identified (see Figure 27).
Cluster 1 is located in the northwest quarter of Downer Woods. This cluster consists of
four possible lithic artifacts, and a scraper or wedge. Shovel probe 1-2-16 produced two
chert chunks and a possible flake. Shovel probe 1-2-18 produced a scraper or wedge that
at one time may have been a drill because a small piece has broken off. Shovel probe 1-3-
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Figure 27.

Milwaukee County: Location of 1996 and 1997 survey areas and sites in Downer
Woods on the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee campus.
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17 produced a chert chunk that may have been modified by humans. The scraper or wedge
is the only definite prehistoric artifact in this cluster. The other artifacts are considered to
be possible lithic artifacts, however, the evidence is not clear because there are no
unambiguous characteristic flake markings.
Cluster 2 is located in the north half of the woods. This cluster consists of two isolated
European American artifacts. Shovel probe 1-8-25 produced a broken piece of whiteware
with floral decorations and gold trim on the rim from a saucer or plate. Shovel probe 1-1116 produced a broken piece of whiteware with green "leaf-like" decorations.
Cluster 3 is located in the southeast comer of the woods and contained two possible flakes.
These flakes are considered possible because although the raw material of the flakes is
indicative of that used for lithic tools in ancient Wisconsin, the characteristic markings on
the flakes do not definitely identify them as altered by humans.

Discussion
Although some artifacts were found in Downer Woods, it is impossible to determine the
cultural affiliation of the site. As stated above, the only definite prehistoric artifact was
found in cluster 1 - the scraper or wedge that may have one time been a drill, and the
cultural affiliation of this item cannot be determined. The rest of the lithic artifacts were
determined to be possible flakes, and the cultural affiliation of flakes cannot be determined.
Although there were two clusters of prehistoric artifacts (clusters 1 and 3), it is hard to
determine whether the clusters are related since the possible flakes from cluster 3 are very
small. The two isolated historic artifacts in cluster 2 do not appear to be related.
From these findings, we have determined that there are two separate sites in Downer
Woods. Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 have been reported as separate prehistoric archaeological
sites, and the two isolated historic artifacts have not been considered a site. Although the
number of artifacts found in Downer Woods is quite small, the context in which they were
found is important. They were found below ground, and relatively close together. In a
plowed field, this number of artifacts would not be as significant because cultivated fields
are generally plowed yearly, and the context of a few flakes may not be intact since they are
moved into a slightly different placement each year. However, a tool and surrounding
flakes found below ground is important because it identifies exactly where the artifacts have
likely remained for hundreds of years. This could represent an in situ archaeological site.
UWM should ensure that before any future campus construction is considered, an
archaeological survey should be conducted in the proposed construction area. Also, the
Department of Geosciences should be stopped from conducting their soils classes in the
woods, or they should be made to obtain a permit and conduct the appropriate
archaeological work.
Although there are two sites in Downer Woods, Wisconsin Statute law 36.37 protects the
sites from threat of construction. While the planned dormitory construction is not in area
where sites were found, it would be helpful if the ground disturbing activity was monitored
for possible archaeological sites. The nature of shovel probe survey does not allow us to
guarantee that we have found every site that it present in an area, and we did not search for
deeply buried sites. SEWAP personnel should be available to conduct this monitoring role,
and we will suggest this course of action to the State Historic Preservation Office.
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In May 1996 and April 1997, a survey was conducted in Downer's Woods, where Brown reported a campsite in 1929. 10 artifacts were collected in 1996,
none in 1997. The material was found in 3 clusters, 1 in the northwest quarter of Downer's Woods, 1 in the north half of the woods, and 1 in the
southeast corner of the woods. Cultural affiliation could not be determined.
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10 lithic artifacts.
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The site is in a relatively flat undisturbed wooded area about 0.5 miles east of the Milwaukee River and 0.5 miles west of Lake Michigan. The site is in the
northwest section of Downer Woods on the UW-Milwaukee Campus, about 100 meters east of Maryland Avenue and 40 meters south of Edgewood
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The site consists of a subsurface lithic cluster in adjacent shovel probe transects in an undisturbed wooded area. Three shovel tests 10 meters apart
produced 5 artifacts.
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Public- State
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1997
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-
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Artifact Info
Artifact Repository

UW-Milwaukee

Material Class
Artifact List

2 chert chunks, 2 possible flakes, 1 scraper or wedge made on a drill.
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Lynne Goldstein

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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Vicki Twinde
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University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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5/14/1997
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Primary Info
State Site #

MI-0499

Name

DOWNER WOODS II

Other Name
Field #

ML-2

ASI #

28763

Location Information
County

Milwaukee

Municipality

Milwaukee

Civil Town
Location Description

PLSS

The site is in a flat, undisturbed wooded area about 0.5 miles east of the Milwaukee River and 0.5 miles west of Lake Michigan. The site is in the
southeast section of Downer Woods on the UW-Milwaukee Campus, about 200 meters east of Maryland Avenue and 230 meters south of Edgewood
Avenue.
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USGS 7.5' Quad Info

MILWAUKEE

Parcel ID

Site Description
Site Description

The site is a subsurface lithic artifact scatter in one shovel test transect. Two probes located 20 meters apart produced 2 possible artifacts.
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Site Dimensions (meters)

40x1

Site Type

Lithic scatter
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